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Abstract

Legged mobile robots move by executing patterns of leg-joint angles called gaits. Syn-

thesizing gaits by hand is a complex and time-consuming task that is even more challeng-

ing when the vehicle operates in the underwater domain. When the vehicle is suspended

in a fluid any motion of the limbs, no matter how small, causes drag which applies forces

to the vehicle. Underwater gaits must therefore be constructed to mitigate these unwanted

forces so that joint-angle changes apply a net force in the desired direction. This thesis

presents an automatic gait synthesis system for underwater legged vehicles. The process

has two stages: First, a simulated annealing engine is used to build an alphabet of short

duration gaits that can be used to reposition and reorient the robot in the six-degrees-of-

freedom space. Second, an obstacle-aware path planner combines members of the gait

alphabet to form more complex motions. The technique is applied to synthesize gaits for

a simulated version of the AQUA amphibious hexapod although it is general enough to

be applied to other legged vehicles.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Is there a moment mid-stride when horses have all four legs off the ground? This popular

question spurred lively debate in the mid-1800s. Some insisted they could discern the

horse’s ballistic flight while others countered that without the support of at least one

leg, the horse would collapse. In 1872, former California Governor, railroad baron and

believer of the “unsupported transit” theory Leland Stanford sought out photographic

artist Eadweard Muybridge to collect the photographic evidence necessary to settle the

debate [25]. In 1878 their partnership produced its first unequivocal results: A series of

still photographs captured as a horse drawn cart individually triggered 12 (then) state-of-

the-art cameras aimed at the track, all in less than half a second (samples of Muybridge’s

photographs can be seen in Figures 1.1(a) and 1.1(b)). The caption in Figure 1.1(a) reads:

“Abe Edgington,” owned by Leland Stanford; driven by C. Marvin, trotting
at a 2:24 gait over the Palo Alto track, 15th June 1878. The negatives of
these photographs were made at intervals of about the twenty-fifth part of a
second of time and twenty-one inches of distance; the exposure of each was
about the two-thousandth part of a second, and illustrate one single stride of
the horse. The vertical lines were placed twenty-one inches apart; the lowest
horizontal line represents the level of the track, the other elevations of four,
eight and twelve inches respectively. The negatives are entirely “untouched.”
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The caption for Figure 1.1(b) reads:

“SALLIE GARDNER,” owned by LELAND STANFORD; running at a 1.40
gait over the Palo Alto track, 19th June, 1878. The negatives of these pho-
tographs were made at intervals of twenty-seven inches of distance, and
about the twenty-fifth part of a second of time; they illustrate consecutive
positions assumed in each twenty-seven inches of progress during a single
stride of the mare. The vertical lines were twenty-seven inches apart; the
horizontal lines represent elevations of four inches each. The exposure of
each negative was less than the two-thousandth part of a second.

As is clearly evident from the images, horses do indeed have short moments of ballistic

flight in mid-gallop.

The work of Stanford and Muybridge was important for reasons beyond settling the

popular debate: First, the pictures helped artists and sculptors tune their own equine rep-

resentations to look more realistic. (Until that point galloping horses were usually rep-

resented in the hobbyhorse pose with all four legs extended.) Second, the photographic

techniques developed continue to inspire motion picture creators to this day. The movie

“The Matrix,” for example, contains ‘Bullet-Time’ sequences shot using techniques ini-

tially developed by Muybridge. Third, the photos taken of the galloping horse were some

of the first forays into scientific gait research.

Gait refers to the patterns of leg placements throughout the locomotion cycle of a

legged system. For a given legged system many different gaits are possible. Human

gaits include shuffling, walking, running, and hopping. Horse gaits include walking,

trotting, cantering, and galloping. Legged robots like the ones depicted in Figure 1.2

also move by executing patterns of leg motions. In terms of animals or machines with
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: Photographs of “The Horse in Motion” by Eadweard Muybridge [30].
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rigid articulated legs the gait can be described in terms of the pattern of joint angles as

a function of time. Figure 1.3 illustrates the leg angles involved in the surge gait for

the AQUA hexapod shown in Figure 1.2(d). This hand crafted gait for the hexapod was

developed for underwater swimming. It involves having each leg oscillate sinusoidally

±22.5◦ from the plane of the vehicle. A phase offset is added to the angles of the two

middle legs which was found to provide added vehicle stability. This gait moves the

vehicle forward along its longitudinal axis.

The task of generating gaits for legged robots is complex. Given a start position

(state) and an end position (state) for the robot, the task is to generate patterns of joint

angles as a function of time that move the robot between those two configurations. Auto-

matic gait generation for legged robots is a relatively new research area. Most commonly,

legged robot gaits are designed and tuned by hand. This approach, while quick to im-

plement, has several drawbacks: First, moving the robot between two positions involves

carefully hand-tuning the pattern of individual leg joint angles to generate the intended

motion. This can be very time consuming. Second, hand tuning gaits does not scale well

with the complexity of the vehicle (its degrees-of-freedom – DOF) or with increases in

environmental complexity. For example, in a six degree-of-freedom (6DOF) environ-

ment such as underwater or outer space, motion not only involves the x and y position

and the yaw of the vehicle, but the z position and the roll and pitch as well.
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(a) 3D One-Leg Hopper (b) QRIO

(c) Quadruped (d) AQUA

Figure 1.2: A sample of legged robots: (a) The 3D One-Leg Hopper from the MIT
Leg Lab. Reprinted from [34]. (b) The Sony QRIO biped. Reprinted from [42]. (c)
Quadruped four-legged robot from the MIT Leg Lab. (d) The AQUA amphibious hexa-
pod.
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Figure 1.3: A graph of the leg angles involved in a surge gait accompanied by samples
from the gait itself. Each leg rotates between −22.5◦ and +22.5◦. The two centre legs
are phase-offset because through experimentation it was discovered that this increased
vehicle stability.

Given the limitations of hand-crafted gaits, especially in high degree-of-freedom en-

vironments, it is important to develop strategies to automate this process through auto-

matic gait synthesis. It is this problem that is addressed in this work.

1.1 Problem statement

This thesis examines the problem of generating gaits to move an underwater legged robot

between two configuration states. The problem is summarized graphically in Figure 1.4.

This work develops an algorithm that automacially constructs the pattern of leg motions

that enables a vehicle to move from its start to goal positions and orientations. This
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What gait moves a 
robot from here to here?

GoalStart

Figure 1.4: The problem: which pattern of leg motions moves the robot to a specific
location?

Can only control the leg-joint angles

Figure 1.5: A major constraint on the gait synthesis system is that the dynamics of the
vehicle cannot be directly controlled. Instead the leg joint-angles must be oscillated to
generate the desired motion.

problem is complicated by the fact that there is no mechanism for direct control over

the vehicle’s position and orientation. Rather control exists only for the joint angles for

each of the robot’s legs (Figure 1.5). So the problem can be rephrased as: “what pattern

of joint angles applies the appropriate forces to the robot so that it moves to a specific

location and orientation (system state) given an initial state of the robot?”

In this work the problem of gait synthesis is separated into two different tasks: (i) the
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automatic synthesis of a small alphabet of gaits that meet specific hydrodynamic prop-

erties as well as specific constraints on leg orientations at the beginning and end of the

gaits, and (ii) the development of a strategy to enable these gaits to be sequenced so as to

provide complex longer term motion strategies. Individual gait synthesis is formulated in

terms of a non-linear optimization process that is tackled using simulated annealing [23].

Rather than attempting to construct a closed-form version of the dynamic model of the

vehicle, a black-box hydrodynamics simulation approach is used instead. The simulated

annealing system optimizes the control inputs (leg parameters) subject to pre-specified

goal constraints. This results in a general approach to gait synthesis that makes very few

assumptions about the specifics of vehicle dynamics. The process of sequencing gaits to

form complex motions is treated as a classical AI problem and is addressed via a graph

search algorithm [31]. This search process takes place in a 6DOF state space which treats

the problem independently of the dynamics and kinematics of the vehicle. Instead the

search process is constructed so that the kinematics and dynamics constraints required at

the start of each gait are properly matched with those that hold at the end of the previous

gait. Breaking the process of determining long-term gait strategies to move the vehicle

into these two components provides significant computational savings.

Although the solutions presented in this thesis focus on the problem in general and

are directed towards underwater legged robots generally, it has specific application to

the AQUA amphibious hexapod (Figure 1.2(d)) [9, 15]. The AQUA project is a joint
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research project between McGill University, York University and Dalhousie University

to develop an amphibious mobile sensing platform. The AQUA robot is capable of walk-

ing on land, wading through the surf zone and swimming in open water. It has several

on-board cameras and an inertial measurement unit. AQUA was designed to examine

robotic contributions to the site acquisition and scene reinspection (SASR) task [9, 15].

In a SASR task the robot walks out into the water under operator control and is teleop-

erated to a particular location from which it will gather sensor measurements. Once near

the site, the robot achieves an appropriate pose from which to undertake extensive sensor

readings. After making the measurements, the robot returns to the starting position au-

tonomously. Based on the measurements made while teleoperated the robot should return

autonomously to the site to collect additional data at a later date. The complex 6DOF

movement needed for SASR tasks makes custom hand-made gaits largely impractical.

1.2 Structure of this work

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview

of robotic locomotion, especially legged locomotion and surveys existing approaches

to gait synthesis in both land and sea-based legged robotic vehicles. It also reviews

work related to graph search techniques. Chapter 3 describes the approach taken in

this work to synthesize an alphabet of underwater swimming gaits for legged robots.

Chapter 4 details gaits that have been synthesized using this approach. These gaits are
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then used to form an alphabet of available gaits. Chapter 5 discusses the use of the

gaits depicted in Chapter 4 in a 6DOF path planner which can generate complex long-

term motions for the vehicle while avoiding pre-mapped obstacles in the environment.

Chapter 6 provides some experimental validation for the combination of the gait alphabet

and the path planner. Finally, Chapter 7 provides a summary of the work done, as well as

indicating possible directions for future work. Details of the hydrodynamic model and

specific details of the hydrodynamic simulations used in this work are provided in the

Appendix.
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Chapter 2 Previous work

Perhaps it should go without saying, but for a mobile robot to be effective, it must be

mobile. Thus technologies to enable a vehicle to move in a safe and intelligent manner

are critical components of any mobile robot and their study is a central aspect of robotics

research. This chapter briefly reviews the state of the art in robotics related to mobility,

with particular emphasis on techniques that are appropriate for long-term motion plan

generation for legged vehicles. This chapter also provides a short introduction to classical

graph searching techniques with particular emphasis on their ability to solve planning

problems.

2.1 Locomotion

The Oxford American Dictionary defines locomotion as the “movement or the ability to

move from one place to another.” Mobile robots employ a number of different mech-

anisms to achieve motion. We begin by evaluating critical classes of mechanisms and

provide examples of mobile robots that use these techniques.
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2.1.1 Wheeled and tracked locomotion

Undoubtedly the most common and simplest way for a robot to exhibit useful motion

is through the use of wheels or tracks. Wheeled locomotion has been in use for several

thousand years due to its efficiency, stability, and operational simplicity. Wheels have

been the mechanism of choice for many mobile robots throughout the ages. Leonardo

Da Vinci designed, and reportedly built, a three-wheeled programmable automaton circa

1478 [38] (see Figure 2.1(a)). His autonomous cart was programmed using various cams

attached to the top of the large barrel gears. These cams varied the direction and velocity

of the vehicle allowing it to execute fairly complex paths. In 1948 W. Grey Walter

developed the Bristol Tortoise [47] (Figure 2.1(b)), a fully autonomous electrical wheeled

robot that could perform tasks such as wandering without mishap and navigating back to

its recharging hutch. More recently, wheel-based autonomous vehicles have been able

to successfully navigate 142 miles of the Mojave desert during the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Grand Challenge. Stanford University’s winning

entry, Stanley (Figure 2.1(c)), completed the course in 6h, 53 min and 58 sec.

Wheeled systems are simple to construct, they work well on terrains ranging from

relatively even surfaces to gentle slopes, and can perform at a wide range of speeds.

Tracked vehicles essentially extend wheels to provide a larger region of ground contact

and permit a greater range of terrain to be traversed (Figure 2.2(b)). Unfortunately,

12



(a) Da Vinci’s programmable cart (b) Bristol tortoise (c) Stanley

Figure 2.1: Autonomous wheeled robots. (a) A re-creation of Da Vinci’s three-wheeled
programable automaton. Reprinted from [38]. (b) Walter’s 1948 wheeled mobile robot,
the Bristol tortoise. Reprinted from [10]. (c) Stanford University’s winning entry into
the 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge, Stanley. Reprinted from [44].

there are limitations to wheeled and tracked vehicles: Perhaps most crucial is their need

for ground support along the entire path of motion [10] (Figure 2.2(a)). This criterion

is not always guaranteed to be met in rough terrain such as forests, disaster areas, and

during planetary exploration. For environments lacking the ground contact needed for

wheeled or tracked vehicles, alternative locomotion strategies are required.

Of all the types of robot locomotion, wheeled vehicles that use a differential drive

system (those in which the two driving wheels are mounted on a shared axis with sep-

arate motors) are perhaps the easiest to model. Their position and orientation can be

solved relatively easily by using a forward kinematics approach that maps control inputs

(wheel-ground contact speeds) to vehicle pose as a function of time [10]. In other words,

it is possible to compute where the vehicle will be at any time t based on the control

parameters vl, the ground velocity of the left wheel, vr, the ground velocity of the right

13



(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Wheeled and tracked vehicles. (a) Wheeled vehicles require ground support
along the entire path of motion. (b) Tracked vehicles extend the ground contact zone and
can thus traverse a greater range of terrain.

wheel, and the distance between the wheels l, (see Figure 2.3). At any instance of time

a differential drive vehicle will rotate around its instantaneous centre of curvature (ICC)

which is defined as follows. Let

R =
l

2

(vl + vr)

(vr − vl)

then the ICC is given by the vector

−−→
ICC = [x−Rsin(θ), y + Rcos(θ)],

where the robot’s current position is (x, y). The vehicle will rotate around the ICC at a

rate ω given by:

ω =
vr − vl

l
.

By integrating this rotation about the ICC as a function of time it is possible to compute

the pose of the vehicle as a function of time. Although this type of forward kinematic

14
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l/2

! vl

vr

x

y

!
R

Figure 2.3: Differential drive kinematics. By varying the velocity of the left and right
wheel a differential drive vehicle is able to control its pose.

pose estimation is possible for simple wheeled robots it is not sufficient for more complex

locomotive strategies including legged vehicles.

Although the kinematics of wheeled robots are relatively straightforward, their inabil-

ity to deal with a range of ground surfaces and workplaces lacking a ground altogether

has lead to the development of alternative locomotive strategies including snake-like lo-

comotion and robots using thrusters and legs. These locomotive strategies are considered

in the following sections.

2.1.2 Body undulation locomotion

Robots that are biologically inspired are becoming ever more popular. Snake-like robots

move by using the same serpentine locomotion as their vertebrate namesakes. Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.4: The AmphiBot II, an amphibious snake-like robot. Reprinted from [7].

depicts AmphiBot II [7], an amphibious snake-like robot. AmphiBot II achieves motion

by using linked non-linear oscillators to produce travelling waves both on land and in

open water.

There are several advantages to these snake-like vehicles which all stem from their

flexibility: First, because of their shape, and with the addition of lights, cameras and

other sensors, they can be used for search and rescue operations in highly unstructured

environments such as that found in the rubble associated with disaster areas. If the robot

is designed for amphibious operation the set of searchable disaster areas includes envi-

ronments such as flooded mines and ship wrecks. Second, their ability to scale structures

the same way that snakes scale trees (see NASA’s snakebot, Figure 2.5) provides a level

of mobility that is not possible with other technologies. Third, since each link in the

robot can be designed as a modular unit, the robot can employ self-reconfiguraion tech-

niques [21]. This allows a snake-like robot to separate into smaller units to explore a

large area, then re-join to overcome larger obstacles. The disadvantages to snake-like
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Figure 2.5: The NASA snakebot. (Photograph courtesy of NASA.)

robots include [45]: limited payload capacity, poor power efficiency, and a very large

number of degrees-of-freedom which must be controlled.

A common mechanism for controlling snake-like robots is the central pattern gen-

erator (CPG) [6, 7, 40]. A CPG is a neural network capable of producing co-ordinated

oscillatory signals without oscillatory inputs. For example the AmphiBot II (Figure 2.4)

is controlled via a sine-wave based CPG which takes oscillation amplitude and phase

difference as input and generates the oscillatory output signals which are sent to the mo-

tors [7]. The CPG and motors are designed to produce a travelling wave from the head

to the tail of the robot which produces serpentine locomotion on land and in the water.

Modelling the motion of a snake-like robot is a complicated exercise in kinematics

and dynamics [45]. For snake robots without wheels the dynamics of the interaction
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between the surface of the robot and the surface of the ground must be modelled. Typi-

cally the dynamics presented with non-wheeled snake robots are based on a Coulomb or

viscous-like friction model [40, 45].

2.1.3 Propeller-driven locomotion

Propellers or thrusters are used in both airborne and underwater vehicles. Figure 2.6 de-

picts two such vehicles: Figure 2.6(a) shows the Multipurpose Security and Surveillance

Mission Platform (MSSMP) [29]. The MSSMP is a distributed network of remote sen-

sors mounted on vertical-takeoff-and-landing vehicles used for a wide range of surveil-

lance, security, and tactical missions. Figure 2.6(b) shows the ASV 6000 SASS Q from

Autonomous Surface Vehicles Ltd [48]. The Survey Autonomous Semi-Submersible

(SASS) technology permits small unmanned semi-submersible vehicles to deploy sen-

sors to gather data from above or below the sea at significant distances away from a ship

or from the shore.

Propellers have a long history of use in marine and aviation vehicles. Compared to

wheeled and tracked vehicles, propeller driven vehicles exhibit two obvious advantages:

they do not require ground contact, and they allow the vehicle to operate in 6DOF en-

vironments. There are, however, several disadvantages to propeller-based locomotion:

First is the inability to station-keep or come to rest without potentially influencing (dis-

turbing) the environment. The rotation of the propellers can disturb dust or silt which

18



(a) MSSMP (b) SASS

Figure 2.6: Propeller driven mobile vehicles. (a) Murphy and Bott’s Multipurpose Secu-
rity and Surveillance Mission Platform, reprinted from [29]. (b) The ASV 6000 SASS Q
from Autonomous Surface Vehicles Ltd.

reduces visibility, not only for the robot itself, but also for other robots, humans and an-

imals in the area. Second, since propellers generally rotate quickly and are typically not

made from compliant materials, they are not safe for human operators to touch or interact

with.

Controlling vehicles with propellors or thrusters involves modelling the vehicle’s dy-

namics (i.e., the forces acting on the vehicle). This stands in contrast to wheeled vehicles

which can often be successfully modelled solely via kinematics. Figure 2.7 illustrates a

simple dynamics model for a fixed-wing aircraft. The motion of the vehicle is modelled

by integrating the forces acting on the vehicle over time. Changing the vehicle’s motion

involves manipulating the controllable forces acting on the vehicle; for example, chang-

ing the vehicle’s thruster configuration to generate a net force in the desired direction. A
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ThrustDrag

Gravity

Lift

Figure 2.7: A simplified model of the forces acting on a fixed-wing aircraft. The propeller
spins generating a thrust force. The reaction force to thrust is drag, the force of the air
pushing on the aircraft. The movement of the wing through the air causes a lift force
which must overcome the gravity force for the vehicle to become airborne.

common strategy for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and unmanned underwater vehi-

cles (UUV) is to combine thrust generating systems with controllable reaction surfaces

that manipulate the slipstream passing over the vehicle. This approach is illustrated in

Figure 2.8 which shows the UTA SDDR 94 tail-sitter aerial robot. The single downward

facing propellor provides thrust and the black fins act as controllable reaction surfaces as

the prop-wash moves past them providing the robot with both stability and manoeuvra-

bility.

Solving the dynamics problem for an arbitrary vehicle is relatively straightforward

in theory, but can be very complex in pratice. The basic approach is to develop a set of

equations that describe the forces acting on the vehicle and then integrate these forces
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Figure 2.8: The UTA SDDR 94 tail-sitter aerial robot. Reprinted from [10].

to estimate the vehicle’s state as a function of time. The dynamics model used in this

thesis is presented below (see [3, 11, 12] for full details): The linear motion of a rigid

body is derived from Newton’s Second Law which states that acceleration of a body is

proportional to the sum of the forces acting on the body (Figure 2.9(a)):

∑−→
Fi = m−→a

where
−→
Fi are vector forces applied to the body and expressed in the global (inertial)

coordinate frame, m is the mass of the body and −→a is the resultant linear acceleration.

Solving for −→a gives:

−→a =

∑−→
F

m
.
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Centre of mass

a

F1

F2

!
F

(a) Linear acceleration

Centre of mass

!

!F1 !r1

!F2

!r2

(b) Angular acceleration

Figure 2.9: Linear and angular dynamics. Linear acceleration comes from a summation
of all forces acing on the body. Angular acceleration comes from the sum of the torques.
A torque is derived from the cross product of the force vector and the vector representing
the distance from the centre of mass to the force application point (

−→
M cg =

−→
F ×−→r ).

Integration of linear acceleration, −→a , over time gives linear velocity, −→v :

−→v =

∫ t

0

−→a dt.

Further integration of the linear velocity of the body over time gives the position of the

body, −→p :

−→p =

∫ t

0

−→v dt.

Angular motion takes a similar form (Figure 2.9(b)):

−→
M cg = I−→α

where
−→
M cg is the angular moment acting on the centre of gravity of the body, I is a tensor

(known as an inertial tensor) that represents the distribution of mass over the object and
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−→α is the resultant angular acceleration. The inertial tensor is evaluated by imagining the

object to be divided into N small volume elements, each of which has a mass mk at a

position (xk, yk, zk) in a local co-ordinate frame about the centre of mass. Then I is a

3× 3 matrix given by

I =


Ixx Ixy Ixz

Iyx Iyy Iyz

Izx Izy Izz


where

Ixx =
N∑

k=1

mk(y
2
k + z2

k)

Iyy =
N∑

k=1

mk(x
2
k + z2

k)

Izz =
N∑

k=1

mk(x
2
k + y2

k)

Ixy = Iyx = −
N∑

k=1

mkxkyk

Ixz = Izx = −
N∑

k=1

mkxkzk

Iyz = Izy = −
N∑

k=1

mkykzk.

−→
M cg can be expressed as:

−→
M cg =

∑
i

−→r i ×
−→
F i

where
−→
F i is a force acting on the body, and −→r i is the vector from the centre of mass to

the application point of
−→
F i on the body, expressed in a coordinate system aligned with

the centre of mass of the vehicle. These two expressions for
−→
M cg can be used to solve
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for the angular acceleration, −→α . From −→α , the angular velocity, −→ω can be extracted:

−→ω =

∫ t

0

−→α dt

Integration of the angular velocity with respect to time gives the orientation,
−→
Ω :

−→
Ω =

∫ t

0

−→ω dt

The critical observation here is that given some initial starting pose (position and

orientation), knowledge of the mass distribution I , and the forces acting on the vehicle,

it is possible to integrate the forces over time to determine the position and orientation

of the vehicle as a function of time. In practice this integration process is quite complex

and the computation can be sensitive numerically.

Modelling the dynamics of a vehicle involves obtaining accurate estimates of the

forces acting on the vehicle and modelling their interaction properly. Doing this task

accurately is extremely complex and a large modelling literature exists for for both air-

craft (aerodynamic modelling – see [2, 41]) and watercraft (hydrodynamic modelling –

see [4, 33]). One general observation about the process of accurate dynamics modelling

is that ever more complex models are possible (see the references above for details). Ac-

curate models require extremely complex representations of how actions are translated to

specific forces on the vehicle and it is instructive to note that in ship and aircraft design

such modelling often requires the development of scale physical models of the device(s)

to build such models empirically.
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In this thesis a relatively simple hydrodynamic model of a legged amphibious vehicle

is used. Full details of this hydrodynamic model can be found in the Appendix. In

essence this hydrodynamic model represents the vehicle as a solid block representing

the body (with mass comparable to that of the real vehicle) and represents the thrust

generated by the legs as thrust vectors acting on the hips of the vehicle, in the same

direction as the legs and with a force proportional to the instantaneous angular velocity of

the legs. Appropriate buoyancy and drag forces complete the hydrodynamic simulation.

2.1.4 Legged locomotion

A fourth class of robot locomotion is legged locomotion. Like robots modelled after

snakes, legged robots are also often biologically inspired. Animals have relied on legged

locomotion for hundreds of millions of years, and legged robots capitalize on this ob-

viously successful form of motion. The advantages associated with terrestrial legged

vehicles are outlined in [36]: approximately half the earth’s surface is inaccessible to

wheeled or tracked vehicles, but much of that area is still exploitable by legged animals.

Legged locomotion is superior to wheeled and tracked vehicles for crossing obstacles and

is mechanically superior over a variety of soil conditions. Furthermore, legged vehicles

have an advantage over wheeled and tracked vehicles in that they can take purchase on

discrete footholds, which wheels and tracks cannot [10] (see Figure 2.10). Another ad-

vantage to legged locomotion is its ability to operate in underwater 6DOF environments.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: An advantage of legged locomotion. (a) Wheeled vehicles cannot take
purchase on discrete footholds and are therefore defeated by relatively small obstacles.
(b) Legged vehicles are able to take purchase on discrete footholds and can therefore
overcome obstacles that well exceed their body clearance.

In the water legs can be used as paddles or fins to swim in the open water and legs can

also be used in their more “traditional” way to walk along solid surfaces such as the sea

floor. In the underwater domain, the ability to move freely in open water is obviously the

main advantage to this form of locomotion, but another advantage to a legged vehicle is

in station-keeping, especially on the sea-floor. A legged robot can gently rest on the sea-

floor without creating the same disturbance caused by a propeller based robot attempting

the same task (see Figure 2.11) [15].

One biologically inspired legged robot is RHex [39] (Figure 2.12(a)). RHex is

a hexapod robot designed by researchers from the University of Michigan and McGill

University. RHex’s locomotion has been modelled after the compliant legs of a Blaberus

Cockroach [39]. This design allows the robot to travel at speeds up to one body length

per second and traverse terrain with high variations well exceeding its body clearance.
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Figure 2.11: The AQUA amphibious hexapod rests on the ocean floor to observe a lobster
off the coast of Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Figure 2.12(b) shows the AQUA amphibious hexapod. AQUA, a successor to RHex, was

developed by research teams at McGill University, York University, and Dalhousie Uni-

versity. AQUA is capable of walking on land, wading through the surf zone, and swim-

ming in open water to depths of 30m. With two front-facing cameras, one rear-facing

camera and an internal inertial measurement unit, AQUA is capable of swimming over a

coral reef or ship wreck and reproducing a 3D model of the structure. This is invaluable

given how time-intensive, error-prone, and potentially dangerous it is to manually survey

underwater structures.

Robotic legged locomotion researchers face difficult challenges in both engineering

and software controller development. From an engineering standpoint legged robotics
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(a) RHex (b) AQUA

Figure 2.12: Biologically inspired hexapod robots. (a) The RHex robot. Reprinted
from [39]. (b) The AQUA amphibious hexapod accompanied by project Engineer Chris
Prahacs.

present challenges due to the limited space, weight and power budgets and the required

robustness of the device. By evidence of the number of legged vehicles in existence, it

is also clear that these problems are tractable. From a software standpoint the difficul-

ties encountered in generating locomotive strategies for legged robots are very similar

to those required for snake-like robots, in that the high dimensionality of the locomotive

mechanisms make autonomous control very challenging. Legged robots move by chang-

ing their leg joint angles as a function of time. The task of generating useful joint angle

patterns (gaits) is explored in the next section.

2.2 Gaits

The term gait refers to the pattern of leg placements throughout the locomotion cycle

of a legged system. For a given legged system many different gaits are possible. Gaits
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(a) Periodic

(b) Aperiodic

Figure 2.13: Foot placements in periodic and aperiodic gaits. (a) A periodic gait is a
repeating pattern of foot placements. (b) An aperiodic gait is one in which the foot
placements do not form a repeating pattern, such as when jumping over a gap in rough
terrain.

can be classified as being periodic or aperiodic. A periodic gait is one in which a single

pattern of leg placements repeats multiple times, such as the pattern used by humans

when walking or running over even ground (Figure 2.13(a)). An aperiodic gait is one

in which the sequence of leg placements varies throughout the course of the gait, such

as walking over broken terrain. In this type of environment a human would choose their

next step carefully and the gait varies depending on the perceived optimal foot placement

(Figure 2.13(b)).

Terrestrial gaits can also be classified as being statically stable or dynamically stable.

A statically stable gait is one in which at any point in the gait cycle, the centre of mass of
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Centre of mass

Support polygon

(a) Static

Centre of mass

Support polygon

(b) Dynamic

Figure 2.14: Statically and dynamically stable gaits of a quadruped. (a) When the centre
of mass lies inside the base of support, the gait is said to be statically stable. (b) When the
centre of mass lies outside the base of support, the gait is said to be dynamically stable.
If this gait were to be stopped as above, the robot would fall.

the body lies inside the polygon created by the projection of the legs in contact with the

support surface (Figure 2.14(a)). This means that a statically stable gait can be stopped

at any time without the subject falling over. A dynamically stable gait is one in which

there is some moment in the gait where, if stopped, the vehicle would fall because the

centre of mass lies outside the support polygon (Figure 2.14(b)). A hop is an example of

a dynamically stable gait. If a hop is “stopped” mid-flight, the vehicle will fall.

A land-based gait can be broken up into support and flight phases. The support phase

occurs when a leg is in contact with the ground. The flight phase occurs when the leg is

lifted off the ground, usually to move the foot to a new location.
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2.2.1 Underwater gaits

Underwater legged vehicle control has many features in common with propeller and

thruster vehicle control. Underwater, legs act like the reaction surfaces found on

propeller-driven robots. On a propeller-driven vehicle, propellers force fluid over re-

action surfaces. The force applied to the reaction surface by the fluid changes the ve-

hicle’s orientation. Underwater legged robots use a slightly different technique, they

move their legs through the fluid, but use the same resultant reactionary force for propul-

sion. There are several ways in which underwater legged locomotion differs from its

land-based counterpart:

• The underwater environment is 6DOF and the gaits can potentially provide move-

ment and reorientation over the six degrees of freedom. This means that potentially

gaits can exist for a wide range of motions including roll, pitch, yaw, heave, sway,

and surge (Figure 2.15).

• When the vehicle is fully suspended in open water the concept of dynamically

stable gaits is meaningless because there is no surface contact. This removes the

risk of falling, however it also removes the ground as a reference plane, requiring

underwater robots to rely more heavily on sensors such as inertial measurement

units (IMU) to gauge their orientation.

• Since the drag due to water is 800-fold greater than drag due to air [28], there is
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(a) Roll (b) Pitch (c) Yaw

(d) Heave (e) Surge

Figure 2.15: Examples of underwater gaits using the AQUA amphibious hexapod. The
marked legs oscillate sinusoidally ±22.5◦ around the leg positions shown. (a) A roll gait
will cause the vehicle to rotate around the longitudinal axis. (b) A pitch gait will cause
the vehicle to rotate around the transverse axis. (c) A yaw gait will cause the vehicle to
rotate around the medial axis. (d) A heave gait will cause the vehicle to move along the
medial axis. (e) A surge gait will cause the vehicle to move along the longitudinal axis.
The design of the vehicle prohibits a sway gait.
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no flight phase in the gait during which a leg can be moved without affecting the

motion of the body. For example, on land a legged system walks by picking up

one leg, moving it forward and planting it on the ground. Due to the relatively low

drag due to air, the motion of the body is generally unaffected by the motion of

this leg during this phase of the gait. Underwater, a leg incurs drag throughout the

entire gait cycle, which applies forces on the body. Underwater gait design must

take this extra drag into account to ensure that the net force throughout the entire

gait cycle results in motion in the desired direction.

Whether a legged vehicle operates on land or in the water, it moves by executing

a planned set of leg motions to move the vehicle forward. The process of developing

a pattern of leg motions to perform this is known as gait synthesis. This problem is

considered in the next section.

2.3 Gait synthesis

Gait synthesis is the process of (automatically) generating leg motions that move a vehi-

cle between two configuration states (see Figure 1.4). A configuration state represents the

robot’s position, orientation, linear and angular velocity, and leg positions1. Gait synthe-

sis is difficult in part due to the large search space associated with the problem. In the case

1Note that higher order derivatives with respect to time may also be included in the state - eg. leg
velocities - but these higher order effects will not be taken into account in this work.
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of a legged hexapod, such as the AQUA vehicle, where each leg has a 360◦ workspace,

brute-force generation of a 10 second gait at 100 leg angles per second with a resolution

of 1◦ becomes a search space of (360× 6)1000 = 21601000 possible configurations. That

means that generating a 10 second gait for the vehicle that meets some specific motion

constraint results in a search problem with more than 103000 configurations to search

through. Optimizations can be made to this search space, such as eliminating leg angle

changes that lie outside the capabilities of the physical device. For example, say each

leg has acceleration and velocity constraints such that it can only transit [−2◦, +2◦] in

a given time-step, leaving 5 position choices for each leg in that instant, this still leaves

a search space of 101000 configurations. While a complete search through a space this

large is possible, at a rate of one leg angle configuration per millisecond it would take

over 10990 years to complete the search. Clearly a brute force search is impractical and

other techniques are required.

Given the size of the search space the application of heuristics has become a popular

approach to gait synthesis. By using different techniques to shrink the search space and

applying an appropriate search technique, researchers have been able to synthesize robot

gaits for a variety of vehicles. The following sections review existing heuristic techniques

for gait generation.
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Figure 2.16: Artificial Neural Networks. (a) depicts a high level view of the structure of
a neural network. (b) illustrates the mechanics of a single neuron embedded in a neural
network, a weighted sum of the inputs passed through a function f , typically a sigmoid
function.

2.3.1 Neural nets

In an effort to model robot gait synthesis after biological gait synthesis, many researchers

(e.g., [5, 22, 24, 27, 43, 49]) have turned to neural networks (see [1]) to model the com-

plex, non-linear relationship between the robot’s sensory input and desired trajectory to

the joint angle outputs required to propel the vehicle. In its most basic form, a neural

network reads in a set of inputs and, after filtering the data through a series of hidden

layers, produces a set of outputs (see Figure 2.16(a)). The basic mechanism embedded

in each neuron is depicted in Figure 2.16(b). Each neuron performs a weighted sum of

the inputs it receives and applies a non-linear function to the result (typically a sigmoid
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function) before passing this response to the next layer. This type of neural network is

called a feed-forward neural network. Initially the weights within the neural network are

chosen at random and a training set of data is then applied to the network. During train-

ing the weights are adjusted until the network produces the correct results based on the

training set. This type of supervised neural network requires an appropriate weight set

and a strategy for training the neural network. Various training strategies exist although

back-propagation [37] is a popular choice.

Training a neural network involves feeding a set of exemplars through the neural net

and adjusting the weights via a learning algorithm. The type of training set used depends

on how the inputs and outputs are encoded (see below). Examples of training sets used

in neural network gait synthesis research include the output of linear control methods the

neural network must attempt to out-perform [24], reference actuator signals designed to

output known leg-motion responses [5], and gaits generated using another optimization

technique (e.g., genetic algorithms) [43].

A challenging aspect to the application of neural networks to gait synthesis is deter-

mining how to encode the input and output data. Clearly requiring an output node for

each leg-joint at each timestep is inefficient. Researchers have developed gait synthesis

systems based on neural networks that have taken a reference signal (e.g., a sine wave)

as input and output commands in the leg-actuator space [5]. Others use the current dy-

namics configuration of the robot (e.g., hip angle and hip joint angular velocity) as input
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to the neural network which outputs the required hip actuator torque values necessary to

keep the robot balanced [24].

There are several problems associated with applying neural networks to gait syn-

thesis. Encoding gait parameters such that they can be embedded in a neural network

implementation is a non-trivial exercise. Furthermore, choosing an appropriate training

algorithm with which to adjust the weights of the network as well as how many hidden

neuron layers are necessary is also difficult.

2.3.2 Genetic algorithms

Another biologically inspired technique that has been used for gait synthesis is genetic

algorithms (GA) [16]. Genetic algorithms are a search strategy structured on the me-

chanics of natural selection and natural genetics. The algorithms combine survival of the

fittest with randomized information exchange to seek out an optimal solution. Genetic

algorithms model the solution to a search problem as a set of artificial creatures. In each

iteration (generation) a new set of creatures is created by combining pieces of the fittest

creatures from the previous generation along with some randomization process to avoid

local minima. As future generations are created the creatures evolve towards an optimal

solution set.

One requirement to implementing a genetic algorithm is that the solution guesses

(creatures) must be encoded in such a way that the combination of segments from mul-
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tiple valid creatures results in a valid creature. Another requirement is the existence of a

fitness function that provides a metric for the error associated with a creature in terms of

suitability as an optimal search solution.

Each generation of a genetic algorithm has three steps. The first step, reproduction,

involves creating a new generation as carbon copies of the previous generation based on

the previous generation’s fitness values. Creatures seen as ‘better’ will contribute more

offspring to the next generation. The second step is the crossover. Here the newly copied

creatures are paired (mated) at random and – for each pair – an integer k is chosen at

random between 1 and the length of the string l. Then for each pair, two new creatures

are created by swapping the characters between k + 1 and l inclusive. For example if a

creature pair is made up of A1 and A2

A1 = 0 1 | 0 1

A2 = 1 1 | 0 0

and k was chosen to be 2 (indicated by the symbol ‘|’), the new creatures would be

A
′

1 = 0 1 0 0

A
′

2 = 1 1 0 1.

The third step is mutation. With a very small probability the creature strings undergo

random alterations to a value at a string position. This random alteration helps avoid the

creatures becoming stuck in local minima on their way to an optimal solution.
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Genetic algorithms have been applied to the task of gait synthesis. In [17] genetic

algorithms were used to synthesize leg motions for a hexapod walking robot, using the

characteristics of the legs’ motions as the genotype. Each member of the population was

tested for fitness by looking for specific circumstances (moving the leg from front-to-

back under reasonable load, moving the leg from back-to-front under zero load). In [18]

GAs were used to synthesize gaits for simulated four and six-legged robots. The geno-

type used was a vector of floating-point joint angles and the fitness of each member of the

population is measured by both the distance travelled by the vehicle and several onboard

sensors (gyros and bumpers) to maintain stability.

Another way genetic algorithms are used in gait synthesis is training gait generating

neural networks. In [43] GAs were used to synthesize near-optimal walking gaits for a

biped robot. These gaits are used as a training set for a gait synthesizing neural network.

In [26] GAs are used to tune a neural network which synthesized gaits for a six-legged

robot.

There are several problems with the application of genetic algorithms to gait synthe-

sis. Encoding the gait parameters into the string must be done with care. Also, tuning

the mutation parameters as well as the size of each generation must be chosen carefully.
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2.3.3 Simulated annealing

Search strategies that operate by gradient descent have difficulty avoiding local minima

because the algorithms can only take “downhill” steps. In order to find the globally op-

timal solution an algorithm should be able to escape local minima (see Figure 2.17(a)).

Simulated annealing is one such search strategy. Simulated annealing is the applica-

tion of the Metropolis algorithm from statistical mechanics to the field of combinatorial

optimization [23]. The Metropolis algorithm was originally used in condensed matter

physics to provide an efficient simulation of a collection of atoms in equilibrium at a

given temperature. In each step of the algorithm an atom is given a small random dis-

placement and the resulting change in the energy of the system, ∆E, is computed. If

∆E ≤ 0 then the displacement is accepted and the new configuration with the displaced

atom is used as the starting point for the next iteration. If ∆E > 0 then the displacement

is treated probabilistically with the probability that this new configuration is accepted

given by P (∆E) = e(−∆E/T ). If a random number chosen from within the range (0, 1)

is less than P (∆E) then the new configuration is retained, otherwise the original con-

figuration is used in the next iteration. The temperature T is initially set to a high value

but as time goes on the search is ‘cooled’ and the value of T is reduced thus reducing

the number of ‘uphill steps’ taken by the algorithm. The algorithm simulates the thermal

motion of atoms in thermal contact with a heat bath at temperature T (see Figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.17: Properties of the simulated annealing search strategy. (a) Simulated an-
nealing allows for uphill steps which can prevent the system from becoming trapped in
a local minima. (b) The probability that an uphill step is taken depends on the size of
the step, ∆E, as well as the current temperature, T . As the temperature is lowered, the
probability that large values of ∆E will be accepted diminishes.

In the physical sense, annealing involves heating a material to its melting point and

lowering the temperature slowly, spending a great deal of time near the material’s freez-

ing point. If the material is allowed to cool sufficiently slowly the material will form a

(near) perfect crystalline structure. If the material is allowed to cool too quickly it will

fall out of equilibrium resulting in a crystalline structure with many defects. In a simu-

lated annealing approach to optimization this same approach is used to find optimality

in large data sets. Simulated annealing applies the Metropolis algorithm to a complex

search problem and lowers the temperature slowly to find an optimal solution.

The advantage to simulated annealing over an iterative improvement search strategy,
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where only displacements that lower the energy of the system are accepted, is the possi-

bility of avoiding locally optimal solutions when a more globally optimal solution exists.

As an example Figure 2.17(a) shows an energy function for which the minima is being

sought. An iterative improvement strategy will only make downhill steps, so the search

strategy can become trapped in a locally optimal minima and miss the more globally

optimal solution altogether. On the other hand, simulated annealing uses the probability

function P (∆E) to allow for stochastic uphill steps. The probability that an uphill step

will be taken depends on the size of ∆E as well as the shape of the exponential curve

which changes as the temperature, T , is lowered (Figure 2.17(b)).

To apply simulated annealing to a search problem, four ingredients are needed: a

concise description of a configuration of the system; a random generator of “moves” or

rearrangements of the elements in a configuration; a quantitative objective function con-

taining the trade-offs that have to be made; and an annealing schedule of the temperatures

and length of times for which the system is to be evolved.

Simulated annealing has been applied to the application of gait patterns for a

quadruped robot [46]. In this work simulated annealing was used to control the phase dif-

ference between the oscillators in the double-jointed legs of a quadruped robot. The gait

synthesis engine was, under certain conditions, able to obtain trot and canter patterned

gaits for the vehicle.

Although there is little literature regarding the use of simulated annealing for gait
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synthesis, it has found application in a wide variety of other optimization tasks: Gao and

Tian used a modified simulated annealing algorithm for mobile robot path planning [13].

Pai and Sreeram used simulated annealing in the identification of military targets from

images captures from unmanned reconnaissance planes [32]. Applications of simulated

annealing to computer circuit design as well as the travelling salesman problem, along

with further details of simulated annealing can be found in [23].

2.3.4 Gait transition

Gait transition is the process of switching between two gaits usually for the purpose of

altering speed or direction. The process involves generating an aperiodic leg motion

that blends two distinct periodic leg motions and it is a complex task for any legged

robot. On land the problem is made simpler by the fact that the behaviour of a leg

can be changed during the flight phase of the gait with minimal or no effect on the rest

of the body, due to the relatively low drag coefficient of air compared to the friction

due to ground contact. An example of gait transitions in the land-based legged robot

domain is presented in [19]. In [19] Hodgins describes techniques for walk-to-run and

run-to-walk transitions for a two-legged robot (see Figure 2.18). The techniques involve

analyzing the control algorithms for the two gaits to find points where the oscillations are

similar. The controller then adds or removes energy to transform each oscillation into the

corresponding oscillation for the new gait. For example, the controller might extend the
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Figure 2.18: A sketch of the biped running robot used for gait transition experiments
in [19].

leg during the stance phase of the walk gait to add the energy required to initiate the flight

phase of the running gait.

In the underwater domain the problem complexity of gait transition is compounded

by the fact that a body suspended in a fluid cannot freely articulate its limbs without

incurring unwanted drag forces. This means that an underwater robot does not have the

same freedom to modify the behaviour of its legs while performing a gait transition.

There is very little material available in the literature that deals with how underwater

systems, either biological or robotic achieve gait transitions. From the robotic side this

stems primarily from the fact that there are very few legged underwater robots. On the

biological systems side, some work has been conducted that addresses the question of

why fish switch between sets of fins during swimming (e.g., [8]), however that research

does not address the nature of how this transition occurs.
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Given a sufficiently large set of sample gaits, one possible mechanism for transition-

ing between gaits is to only match up gaits when the necessary kinematic and dynamic

constraints are met at the point of transition. For example, suppose that the set of gaits

all have leg angles of zero at the beginning and end of every gait. Then gaits can be

transitted as long as the dynamic constraints that must be true at the start of one gait are

met by the completion of another. The problem then becomes one of searching through

the set of gaits in order to match the proper gaits together. Research in this type of task

is presented in the next section.

2.4 AI search techniques

Path planning for mobile robots is a broad field of research. The basic path planning

problem is determining a path in the vehicle’s configurations space between an initial

and final configuration [10]. The classic approach to mobile robot path planning is to

discretize the workspace into nodes between which the robot is capable of transitioning.

These nodes represent the robot’s configuration spaces. The nodes are embedded into a

connected graph representing all possible transitions between nodes. The objective then

is to find the “shortest” or “best” path between the start and goal configurations in the

graph (see Figure 2.19).

A number of algorithms for determining the least-cost path through connected

graphs, such as the configurations-space graphs found in mobile robot path planning,
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Figure 2.19: Graph search techniques are designed to find the “least-cost” path between
two nodes in a graph.

have been developed. Graph search strategies can be defined as being uninformed or in-

formed. An uninformed search is one in which from any given node no heuristic exists to

provide an educated guess on which adjacent node has the highest probability of leading

toward the goal node (see Figure 2.20(a)). In this case the choice of the next node to

search is basically random. An informed search moves through a search space in which

a heuristic exists to guide node choices (see Figure 2.20(b)).

An example of an informed graph search algorithm is A* (read A-STAR) [31]. A* is

a heuristic directed optimal path graph search algorithm which finds the least-cost path

between two nodes. The algorithm requires several pieces of information to be included

in each node. Each node must have a parent marker which will point backwards to the

node through which the lowest-cost path back to the start node can be reached. Once the

algorithm has finished it is these parent markers which direct the least cost path backward
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Figure 2.20: Graph search strategies are designed to get from a start node to a goal
node. Optimized search strategies try to answer the question “which node should be
searched next in order to find the goal more quickly?” These search strategies lie between
uninformed and informed searches. (a) Uninformed searches provide no information to
help optimize the graph search. There is no way to intelligently choose which next node
to search. (b) Informed searches are used when information exists in order to intelligently
choose the next node to search which has the highest priority of leading to the goal node.

from the goal node to the start node, thereby defining the path. Nodes must also have

three cost values defined: G the cost of the path from the start node to the current node,

H a lower-bound “heuristic estimate” of the distance from the current node to the goal

node, and F the distance-plus-cost value defined as F = G + H . Provided that G is

an upper bound of the cost of the best path from the start to the current node and H is

a lower bound of the cost of the best path from the current node to the goal, then A* is

guaranteed to find the optimal path from the start to the goal, assuming that such a path

exists [31]. A* is provided as Algorithm 2.1 at the end of this chapter.

There are limits to the configuration space graph search approach. Chief among these
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is that the search space can be very large and it is possible that a search could traverse

the entire graph. As the size of the graph grows, so too do the computational resources

required to perform the search.

2.5 Summary

Mobile robots employ a range of mechanics to achieve locomotion. Wheeled and tracked

vehicles are simple but limited in terms of their exploitable terrain. Snake-like mobile

robots can exploit a wide range of terrain but are limited in payload and operational

simplicity. Propellor based vehicles can operate underwater or in the air but sacrifice the

safety involved in handling an operational device. Legged vehicles, many biologically

inspired, are mechanically complicated but can exploit a wide range of terrain including

the underwater domain where legged systems excel at station-keeping without disturbing

the environment.

Legged vehicles move by executing gaits, patterns of joint angle motions as a function

of time. These gaits can be cyclic (periodic gaits) or acyclic (aperiodic gaits) and for

terrestrial vehicles gaits may be statically or dynamically stable. Gait synthesis is the

process of generating gaits in an automatic manner. Gait synthesis involves a search

through a large configuration space where heuristics become essential compared to brute-

force gait generation. In the past neural nets, simulated annealing and genetic algorithms

have been used to generate gaits for terrestrial legged vehicles, but generating gaits for
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underwater legged vehicles is a relatively unexplored research area.

Although a range of heuristic techniques exist for gait synthesis including neural

nets and genetic algorithms, simulated annealing – an optimization technique which has

proved very successfully in other fields – has received little attention with respect to

terrestrial and aquatic vehicle gait generation. Given an appropriate set of gaits a range

of established techniques exist to link these gaits together provided that the end state of

the gaits meet the dynamic preconditions for subsequent gaits. The key difficulty (and

to date an open problem) is the automatic synthesis of an alphabet of gaits for a legged

vehicle. Given the potential for simulated annealing to address the task of gait synthesis

it seems likely that a popular mobile robot path planning solution could be applied to the

alphabet of gaits to generate complex motions in obstacle strewn environments.

The next chapter describes an underwater gait generation system involving the gen-

eration of an alphabet of small gaits using simulated annealing. Later a description of the

path planner used to intelligently combine the alphabet of gaits into complex maneuvers

is provided.
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Algorithm: A*
add the start node to the open list;
repeat

search the open list for the node with the lowest F cost;
call this node the current node;
move the current node to the closed list;
foreach node adjacent to the current node do

if it is blocked by an obstacle or on the closed list then
ignore it;

end
if it is not on the open list then

add it to the open list;
record the current node as this node’s parent;
update this node’s G, H and F costs;

end
if it is on the open list and the F cost of reaching this node via the current
node is less than this node’s previously recorded F cost then

record the current node as this node’s parent;
update this node’s G, H and F costs;

end
end

until the goal node has been added to the closed list or the open list becomes
empty ;
If a path has been found, follow the parent markers from the goal node back to
the start node to extract the optimal path

Algorithm 2.1: The A* algorithm for finding the least-cost path between two nodes in
a connected graph. After [31].
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Chapter 3 Motion synthesis

Calculating the patterns of leg joint angles required for a legged vehicle to achieve a cer-

tain pose from an initial state (determining its inverse dynamics) is a complex problem.

In this thesis we divide the problem into two sub-problems: (i) generating an alphabet of

simple gaits, and (ii) linking the gaits together while meeting the dynamic and configu-

ration constraints imposed by the linked gaits to form complex maneuvers. This chapter

details a solution to the first sub-problem, that of generating a language of simple gaits

that can be later linked together (detailed in Chapter 5) to form more complex vehicle

motions. This chapter provides a high-level overview of the gait alphabet generation

system, details of the individual components, and how they fit together to generate an

alphabet of gaits for underwater legged vehicles. Finally, sample results of the process

are presented and a summary of the chapter is provided.
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Hydrodynamic
Simulator

Initial state Final state

Gait
!"
! t

Figure 3.1: The hydrodynamic simulator is treated as a black box. Given an initial state
and a gait – a series of leg angles as a function of time – (Figure 3.2), it outputs the final
position reached by the vehicle after executing the gait for some period t ∈ [0, T ].

3.1 Gait synthesis

At its highest level the gait synthesis system answers the question posed in Figure 1.4.

More formally, for a generic legged vehicle we seek the sequence of leg angles as a

function of time which will have a robot achieve a destination state given some initial

state of the vehicle. The gait synthesis system uses a simulated annealing engine to make

small iterative changes to an initial guess gait until the synthesized gait is capable of

transiting a legged vehicle between an initial and final position (see Algorithm 3.1). The

linchpin of the system presented here is the modelling of the vehicle’s hydrodynamics

via a black-box simulator (Figure 3.1).
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Algorithm: Gait Synthesis System
best gait = initial guess gait;
while temperature > ε do

for N times for this value of temperature do
new gait = tweak(best gait);
∆Error = error( simulate( new gait ) ) - error( simulate( best gait ) );
if ∆Error ≤ 0.0 then

best gait = new gait;
else

if rand() < e−∆Error/temperature then
best gait = new gait;

end
end

end
temperature = temperature×∆temperature;

end

Algorithm 3.1: The gait synthesis algorithm is outlined here and described in
this chapter. The system makes small changes to an initial guess gait until the
gait is capable of transiting a vehicle between an initial and final configuration
state. The temperature cools by an amount proportional to the current temperat-
ure.

The simulator takes in an initial vehicle state and a gait to be executed, and outputs the

final state reached after the execution of a potential gait for a predefined period of time.

The initial and final vehicle states include the position −→p , linear velocity −→v , orientation

−→
Ω , angular velocity −→ω , and leg joint angles of the vehicle

−→
θ t, along with any higher

derivatives that may be appropriate. The gait is a series of joint angles, one for each leg

of the vehicle given as a function of time (see Figure 3.2).

The gait synthesis system can be conceptualized as a simulated annealing loop which

uses the hydrodynamic simulator to compute the energy of the system represented as

the difference (error) between the achieved final state of the vehicle and the goal final
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Figure 3.2: The gait,
−→
θ t = (θ1

t , θ
2
t , · · ·, θN

t ): A series of leg joint angles, one for each
N legs. These joint angles represent a gait for an underwater legged vehicle. As legs
change orientation with respect to time, the forces generated by their motions propel the
vehicle.

state (see Figure 3.3). Utilizing a simulated annealing approach the system makes small

iterative changes to a seed gait until the simulator returns a final vehicle state that is

(approximately) the same as the desired final vehicle state or fails. The result is a gait

capable of moving the simulated robot between the initial and final states. The following

sections detail each component of the gait synthesis system outlined in Figure 3.3.

3.1.1 Seed gait

The gait synthesis system requires a seed gait as an initial guess to begin the search

process. The seed gait is represented as leg joint angles as a function of time (Figure 3.2).

The choice of the seed gait is meant to assist the system in reaching its goal. For example,

if the gait to be synthesized is a surge gait, the initial guess might be a sine-based gait such

as the gait shown in Figure 1.3. Alternatively, the system might be supplied with a seed
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Initial seed gait
Synthesized gait

Simulate the new gait

Hydrodynamic
Simulator

Simulated 
Annealing

Engine
Initial vehicle state

Final vehicle state

Figure 3.3: A high-level representation of the simulated annealing loop used by the gait
synthesizer.

1

2

N

t

!1

!2

!N

Figure 3.4: A gait where all legs remain at rest can be used as the seed gait of the system.

gait where all the legs remain static (Figure 3.4). The final constraint on the seed is that

the first and last set of leg angles must match specified start and goal leg configurations.

Typically this configuration is defined as all the leg joints lying at 0◦ on the longitudinal

axis of the vehicle although other start and end configurations are possible.
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(a) The iteration

S0

SI

S1

SN

SD

(b) The goal

Figure 3.5: Gait modification and the goal of the simulated annealing engine. (a) Gait
modification involves iteratively tweaking the gait by choosing a random leg, i, at a
random time throughout the gait, k, and displacing the angle slightly. (b) The goal of
this process is to search for the leg angle tweaks that cause the robot to move between a
given initial state, SI to a given destination state, SD.

3.1.2 Simulated annealing engine

The simulated annealing engine makes small iterative changes to the gait until the exe-

cution of the gait causes the simulated robot to transit between its designated initial and

final states with a minimum error (Figure 3.5). At each step the engine chooses a ran-

dom leg i, at a random time-step t throughout the gait k, and changes the leg angle of

leg i at time t by a random amount ∆θ in the range ±∆θmax. For the AQUA vehicle

∆θmax = 2◦ (Figure 3.5(a)):

θi
k ← θi

k + ∆θ
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The aim of this process is to make small changes to the gait until the gait is capable

of transiting the simulated robot between the designated initial and final states (Fig-

ure 3.5(b)). It is important to note that the black-box nature of the hydrodynamic simu-

lator has implications to this process. The gait modifying engine acts without knowledge

of the dynamics of the vehicle: It sends the simulator a gait and the simulator returns

the state reached by the virtual vehicle at the end of the gait execution. If the final state

returned from the simulator is the closest yet seen to the desired end state, the new gait is

saved as the ‘best-yet’, if not the gait is only accepted if it is accepted based on the simu-

lated annealing process. This tweak-simulate-analyze loop occurs a number of times per

temperature value to give the simulated annealing engine ample time at a given tempera-

ture to find a minimal configuration state. Following [23] the temperature is then reduced

by an amount proportional to the current temperature and the tweak-simulated-analyze

loop is then repeated. Once the simulated annealing process has finished the ‘best-yet’

gait is returned to the user.

Simulated annealing requires several tuning parameters: the starting temperature T ,

the rate at which the system cools ∆T (expressed as cool rate as a function of search iter-

ation), and the number of attempts made at each temperature. Most of the gaits generated

for the simulated AQUA vehicle in this thesis were performed with T = 0.01, ∆T = .90

and 600 iterations per temperature (well below the number of attempts per temperature

recommended in [23] but necessary for completion within a reasonable amount of time,
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SI

Si

Figure 3.6: A virtualized robot executes the gait.

but which was sufficient to affect a solution). Several gaits in the alphabet required alter-

native T values; specific parameter values are described in Chapter 4 along with the gaits

for which they were used.

The blindness of the search process to the vehicle’s dynamics makes the search pro-

cess very generic in terms of the vehicle configurations it can support. It also allows for

more (or less) complex hydrodynamic models to be used without change to the basic sys-

tem structure. Furthermore, the search process can be easily tasked with the generation

of more constrained and ‘broken leg gaits’ in which additional constraints such as one or

more legs are not functioning are introduced.

The hydrodynamic simulator is used to test each gait as it filters through the gait

synthesis system (Figure 3.6). For each iteration, the simulator starts the virtual vehicle

in the initial state SI . The simulated robot then executes the current gait and the simulator

returns the robot’s state as a function of time (executing the gait) which is used to evaluate
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the effectiveness of the gait being evaluated.

3.1.3 Evaluation of the final state

The gait synthesis system terminates the search if a suitable gait has been found or if a

predefined number of iterations has been exceeded. Successful termination requires the

development of a criterion that evaluates if the current gait has developed a final system

state that is considered “close enough” to the desired final state (Figure 3.5(b)).

In the current implementation the measurement of the error between the achieved end

state and the desired end state is computed as the Euclidean distance between the state

vectors of the achieved and goal states. The error includes components representing the

position error Ep, the linear velocity error Ev, the orientation error EΩ, and the angular

velocity error Eω. Each component is computed as follows for the achieved end state a

and the goal end state I:

Position error:

Ep =||−→p a −−→p I ||.

Linear velocity error:

Ev =||−→v a −−→v I ||.

Orientation error is the magnitude of the quaternion required to rotate the achieved ori-
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entation quaternion qa into the ideal orientation quaternion qi:

qe =q−1
a × qi

EΩ =2 cos−1(
qe[w]

|qe|
)

where qe[w] represents the scalar component of the quaternion. Angular velocity error:

Eω =||−→ω a −−→ω I ||.

Once the individual error components have been computed, they are linearly combined:

E = αEp + βEv + γEΩ + φEω

The weighting values (α, β, γ, φ) are used to normalize the error values. Different values

of the weighting parameters can be used to reflect the relative importance (and scale) of

the errors. In the work performed here (α, β, γ, φ) = (1, 1, 1, 1).

3.1.4 Sample synthesis

The following is an example of the gait synthesis system presented in this chapter. This

section demonstrates the generation of a yaw-left gait for the virtual AQUA amphibious

hexapod (see Figure 3.7). The system is tasked with generating a gait to transit the virtual

vehicle between the two configurations listed in Table 3.1. As described above the gait

synthesis system requires an initial guess gait. For this example the system is provided

with a 15 second gait where initially all the legs begin in the rest-position (θi = 0)
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Start
(0,0,0)

Goal
(1,0,0)

0.25m

z

x
y

Figure 3.7: The sample gait will be a yaw left gait. The robot should turn left 90◦ and
translate from (0, 0, 0) to (1, 0, 0).

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (1, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 90◦ (0.1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

Table 3.1: The virtual vehicle’s start and goal configurations for the sample yaw-left gait.

Note that the goal state is relative to the initial state.

and the left-side legs rotate 180◦ (in-unison) while the right-side legs remain at the rest-

position (see Figure 3.8). The final elements required by the gait synthesis system are the

parameters for the simulated annealing engine. The initial temperature T is set to 0.01

and the cooling rate ∆T is set to 0.9, so at every iteration T cools by 10%.

Once all of the initial requirements have been met, the gait synthesis system is tasked

to generate the requested yaw-left gait. Set to the above values for T and ∆T a 15 sec-

ond gait generation takes roughly 94 minutes to run on a 3 GHz Intel Xeon Mac Pro

(though this could be reduced by stopping the synthesis after several iterations of T have
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Figure 3.8: The initial guess gait provided to the gait synthesis system. At the beginning
of the 15 second gait the left-side legs rotate 180◦ while the right-side legs remain still.
This gait is used to seed the gait synthesis system and will be refined until it is capable
of transiting the vehicle between the start and goal configurations.

passed without a drop in the configuration error). As the gait synthesis system runs, the

error associated with the vehicle’s final configuration compared to the goal configuration

is graphed against the temperature T used by the simulated annealing engine (see Fig-

ure 3.9). What should be clear from the graph is that the error associated with the gait’s

final configuration tends towards zero as T cools to zero. In the above run, the gait syn-

thesis system turned the initial guess gait (Figure 3.8) into the gait shown in Figure 3.10.

When this gait is applied to the simulated AQUA vehicle the result is indeed a left turn

with a 1m forward transit (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). The final state reached by the vehicle

in this sample gait is presented in Table 3.2.
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(a) Temperature (b) Configuration Error

Figure 3.9: As the temperature T cools (a), the system accepts fewer and fewer uphill
steps for the chosen gait and the error tends toward zero (b). For every iteration of T the
gait is tweaked and tested 600 times. When the algorithm completes the search, the gait
with the lowest error is returned.

This example gait shows that given appropriate initial parameters, that is a good

initial guess gait and appropriate values for T and ∆T , the gait synthesis system can

generate a gait which comes very close to matching the desired final configuration. Note

that the values (T and ∆T ) control the simulated annealing engine and must be chosen

carefully. If the temperature T is too high then too many ‘uphill’ steps will be taken and

engine may not be able to recover. If T is too low then only ‘downhill’ steps will be

taken and the system may become trapped in a local-minimum. If the cooling rate ∆T is

too quick the engine may not have sufficient time to make the ‘uphill’ steps necessary to

avoid the local-minima. A slow cooling rate for ∆T is preferable, but it comes at the cost

of execution speed as more iterations are required. The benefits associated with finding

appropriate initial parameter values come from minimizing the configuration error at the
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Figure 3.10: Leg-joint angles from the yaw-left gait generated by the gait synthesis sys-
tem.

end of the gait which in-turn reduces the cumulative configuration error as the gaits are

linked together to form complex maneuvers (see Chapter 5).

To further decrease the error between the achieved final configuration and the goal

final configuration the gait synthesis system can be run a second (or third) time using

the synthesized gait as the initial guess gait. The above synthesized yaw-left gait was

used as the initial guess gait (T and ∆T remained the same) and once the new gait had

been generated the final configuration error was reduced by 5% (see Figure 3.13 and

Table 3.3).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.2s (c) t = 0.5s

(d) t = 1.7s (e) t = 4.7s (f) t = 7.7s

(g) t = 10.7s (h) t = 12.5s (i) t = 13.6s

(j) t = 15s

Figure 3.11: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the simulated
yaw-left gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) at which they were
captured throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.3s (c) t = 0.6s

(d) t = 1.2s (e) t = 2.3s (f) t = 5.4s

(g) t = 7.8s (h) t = 9.5s (i) t = 10.7s

(j) t = 13.2s (k) t = 15s

Figure 3.12: A side-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the simulated yaw-
left gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) at which they were captured
throughout the gait.
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position orientation

goal (1, 0, 0)


0 0 1

0 1 0

−1 0 0



achieved (0.99, 0.0,−0.02)


−0.10 −0.06 0.99

0.09 0.99 0.07

−0.99 0.09 −0.10


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0.1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.1, 0.0,−0.01) (0.0,−0.01,−0.01)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.024044

Table 3.2: A comparison of the goal configuration to the configuration achieved by
the virtual legged vehicle after executing the synthesized gait. The gait was generated
through one run of the synthesis system.
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Figure 3.13: Two separate leg-joint angle sets. The first is from the yaw-left generated
above. This gait was used as the initial guess and the system was run again. The second
set of leg-joing angles (labelled ‘2’) is the result of the second synthesis run. The second
synthesis resulted in a gait with a final configuration-state error 5% less than the first
synthesized yaw-left gait.
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position orientation

goal (1, 0, 0)


0 0 1

0 1 0

−1 0 0



achieved (1.00, 0.0, 0.01)


−0.08 −0.09 0.99

0.02 1.00 0.08

−1.00 −0.02 −0.08


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0.1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.11, 0.0,−0.01) (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.023025

Table 3.3: A comparison of the goal configuration to the configuration achieved by the
virtual legged vehicle after executing the second synthesized gait (seeded by the first
synthesized gait). The gait was generated with two passes through the synthesis system.
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3.2 Summary

This chapter outlined the use of simulated annealing to generate gaits for a generic legged

underwater vehicle. The process begins with a start and goal configuration for the vehi-

cle, an initial guess for the gait and starting temperature and cooling rate for the simulated

annealing engine. The gait generation system then makes small iterative changes to the

initial guess gait and will accept the changes based out the probabilities dictated by the

simulated annealing engine. As the temperature of the system cools the engine converges

towards a gait that will transit the vehicle between the start and goal configurations.

Generation of a gait requires the specification of the initial and final states of the

vehicle and the duration of the gait. The initial and final configuration-states include

parameters for position, orientation, linear velocity, angular velocity, and the leg-joint

angles. The state information is sufficient to fully specify the internal state of the vehicle

(here the joint angles) as well as the the instantaneous dynamic state of the vehicle. Here

the dynamic state is given in terms of the position and velocity values in both position

and orientation. Clearly higher temporal derivatives in both the vehicle state (e.g., in-

stantaneous leg velocities) and dynamic state (e.g., acceleration) could be included in the

state specification.

The gait synthesis system presented above can be used applied iteratively. That is,

the output gait of the engine can be re-used as the initial guess gait and the simulated
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annealing process can be run again (often improving on the previously generated gait).

However this process provides diminishing returns.

The simulated annealing engine requires an initial guess gait to be provided. In some

cases (such as the surge-forward gait) the initial guess gait can be a still-gait where

the legs remain in the rest position. In other cases (such as the yaw gaits and a surge-

backwards gait) the system benefits from initial guess gaits in which the legs are repo-

sitioned at the beginning of the gait. The better the choice for an initial guess gait, the

fewer uphill steps the simulated annealing engine must take and the better the likelihood

of synthesizing a near-optimal gait. For example, a surge-backwards gait requires the

legs to be rotated from their rest position 180◦ before oscillating to move the vehicle

backwards. However any leg motion (positive or negative) from the rest position will

generate forward thrust which will result in a larger final configuration-state error. Thus,

uphill steps (accepting a configuration with a larger error) are required before the legs

achieve an orientation where they can apply backwards thrust. Because simulated an-

nealing is designed to take relatively few uphill steps (compared to downhill steps) it

will be difficult for the engine to make all the uphill steps required to rotate all the legs

180◦. Instead we can provide the engine with an initial guess gait where all the legs are

rotated 180◦ at the beginning of the gait.

Throughout the gait synthesis process gaits are tweaked with small changes and then

applied to a virtual vehicle. The final configuration-state reached by the vehicle is com-
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pared to an ideal goal configuration-state to determine if the new tweaked gait is superior

to previous gaits, if so the new gait is tweaked again and the process repeats. The com-

parison of final configuration-states involves computing the configuration-state error of

the gaits compared to the goal state. This error is computed as a weighted sum of the po-

sition, orientation, linear velocity, and angular velocity differences between the achieved

final configuration and the goal configuration. The weights in the error summation allow

the values to be scaled in terms of importance (e.g., perhaps position is more important

than angular velocity). This error function could be augmented with further parameters

to achieve a more precise configuration-state. For example, higher temporal derivatives

(linear and angular acceleration) could be added, as could the angular velocity of the

legs.

A sample gait, a yaw-left gait was shown as an example of the gait synthesis system

in operation. The next chapter shows the application of the technique developed here to

synthesize a large alphabet of gaits for the AQUA vehicle.
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Chapter 4 An alphabet of gaits

Chapter 3 outlined the gait synthesis system and an example gait was provided. This

chapter describes the synthesis of a number of simple gaits for the AQUA vehicle. These

synthesized gaits form an alphabet of gaits that will be used by the gait linking process

described in the following chapter.

4.1 The gaits

The following gaits were chosen to form the alphabet of gaits for the simulated vehicle.

Each gait moves the robot 1m in some direction and many change the vehicle’s orien-

tation by 90◦. The motions associated with each gait were selected based on several

criteria: First, that they could be performed by the real AQUA vehicle (the sway gait is

absent due to this criterion). Second, that they move the vehicle a uniform distance in a

6DOF environment. Third, each gait should begin and end with the legs at the rest posi-

tion (aligned with the body). These criteria simplify the path planning process outlined

in the next chapter.
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Details of the gaits generated are provided below. For each sample gait tables are

provided listing the start and goal configuration-states, and the simulated annealing pa-

rameters used. All orientations are in degrees, while all distance measurements are in

meters. Graphs of the initial seed gait used, and the synthesized gait are also shown. In

terms of the resulting gait a table of the goal and achieved configuration-states, and still

frames from the gait execution by the simulated AQUA vehicle are shown. Also shown is

the configuration error associated with each synthesized gait. This value is generated us-

ing the the equation from Section 3.1.3 and is used to evaluate how close the synthesized

gait brings the vehicle to the goal configuration-state.

4.1.1 Yaw Left

The yaw left gait moves the robot 1m to the left with a 90◦ left turn. The seed gait

provided to the gait synthesis system has the left-side legs rotating 180◦.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (1, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 90◦ (0.1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.1: The start and goal configuration-states for the yaw-left gait.
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Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.2: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the yaw-left gait.

position orientation

goal (1, 0, 0)


0 0 1

0 1 0

−1 0 0



achieved (1.00, 0.0, 0.01)


−0.08 −0.09 0.99

0.02 1.00 0.08

−1.00 −0.02 −0.08


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0.1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.11, 0.0,−0.01) (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.023025

Table 4.3: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the yaw-
left gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized yaw-left gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.2s (c) t = 0.5s

(d) t = 1.7s (e) t = 4.7s (f) t = 7.7s

(g) t = 10.7s (h) t = 12.5s (i) t = 13.6s

(j) t = 15s

Figure 4.2: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
yaw-left gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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4.1.2 Yaw Right

The yaw right gait moves the robot 1m to the right with a 90◦ right turn. The seed gait

provided to the gait synthesis system has the right-side legs rotating 180◦.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (1, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ −90◦ (−0.1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.4: The start and goal configuration-states for the yaw-right gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.5: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the yaw-right gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized yaw-right gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.3s (c) t = 0.78s

(d) t = 1.76s (e) t = 3.37s (f) t = 5.36s

(g) t = 6.86s (h) t = 9.33s (i) t = 11.05s

(j) t = 12.09s (k) t = 13.67s (l) t = 15s

Figure 4.4: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
yaw-right gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (−1, 0, 0)


0 0 −1

0 1 0

1 0 0



achieved (−.99, 0.0, 0.0)


0.14 0.00 −0.99

0.09 0.99 0.02

0.99 −0.09 0.14


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (−0.1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (−0.1, 0.0, 0.0) (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.007818

Table 4.6: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the yaw-
right gait.
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4.1.3 Surge

The surge gait moves the robot 1m forward with no change in orientation. The seed gait

provided to the gait synthesis system has all the legs in the rest position.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0, 0, 1) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.7: The start and goal configuration-states for the surge gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.8: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the surge gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized surge gait (b). The seed gait has
all legs at the rest position (0◦).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.71s (c) t = 1.15s

(d) t = 2.06s (e) t = 2.81s (f) t = 3.19s

(g) t = 3.57s (h) t = 4.1s (i) t = 5s

Figure 4.6: A side-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized surge
gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured throughout
the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0, 0, 1)


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



achieved (0.0, 0.0, 0.99)


0.99 0.04 0.02

−0.05 0.98 0.09

−0.02 −0.09 0.99


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.0, 0.0, 0.11) (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.013673

Table 4.9: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the surge
gait.
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4.1.4 Pitch Up

The pitch-up gait moves the robot 1m up with a 90◦ upward pitch around the x−axis. The

seed gait provided to the gait synthesis system has the front two legs rotating downwards

by 90◦ and the back two legs rotating upwards by 90◦.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0, 1, 0) 0◦ −90◦ 0◦ (0, 0.1, 0) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.10: The start and goal configuration-states for the pitch-up gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.11: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the pitch-up gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized pitch-up gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.13s (c) t = 0.35s (d) t = 0.76s

(e) t = 1.37s (f) t = 3s (g) t = 4.69s (h) t = 6.4s

(i) t = 7.41s (j) t = 8.43s (k) t = 9s (l) t = 10s

Figure 4.8: A side-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
pitch-up gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0, 1, 0)


1 0 0

0 0 1

0 −1 0



achieved (0.0, 1.0, 0.0)


0.99 0.03 0.1

−0.09 −0.04 0.99

0.04 −0.99 −0.04


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0, 0.1, 0) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.0, 0.02,−0.01) (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.007818

Table 4.12: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the
pitch-up gait.
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4.1.5 Pitch Down

The pitch-up gait moves the robot down 1m with a 90◦ downward pitch around the

x−axis. The seed gait provided to the gait synthesis system has the front two legs rotating

upwards by 90◦ and the back two legs rotating downwards by 90◦.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0,−1, 0) 0◦ 90◦ 0◦ (0,−0.1, 0) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.13: The start and goal configuration-states for the pitch-down gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.14: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the pitch-down gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized pitch-down gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.47s (c) t = 1.09s

(d) t = 3.14s (e) t = 4.69s (f) t = 6.56s

(g) t = 7.75s (h) t = 8.68s (i) t = 10s

Figure 4.10: A side-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
pitch-down gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0,−1, 0)


1 0 0

0 0 −1

0 1 0



achieved (0.0,−1.0, 0.0)


1.0 0.04 −0.06

−0.06 −0.08 −1.0

−0.04 1.0 −0.08


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0,−0.1, 0) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.0,−0.02,−0.01) (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.104858

Table 4.15: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the
pitch-down gait.
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4.1.6 Roll Left

The roll-left gait moves the robot forward 1m with a 90◦ counter-clockwise rotation

around the z−axis. The seed gait provided to the gait synthesis system has all the legs in

the rest position.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0, 0, 1) −90◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.16: The start and goal configuration-states for the roll-left gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.1 0.9 600

Table 4.17: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the roll-left gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized roll-left gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.63s (c) t = 1.23s (d) t = 2.43s (e) t = 3.41s

(f) t = 3.86s (g) t = 4.7s (h) t = 5.29s (i) t = 6s

Figure 4.12: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
roll-left gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0, 0, 1)


0 1 0

−1 0 0

0 0 1



achieved (0.02, 0.0, 0.99)


0.0 1.0 0.0

−1.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 1.0


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (−0.04,−0.01, 0.13) (0.01,−0.01, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.094334

Table 4.18: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the roll-
left gait.
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4.1.7 Roll Right

The roll-right gait moves the robot forward 1m with a 90◦ clockwise rotation around the

z−axis. The seed gait provided to the gait synthesis system has all the legs in the rest

position.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0, 0, 1) 90◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.19: The start and goal configuration-states for the roll-right gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.20: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the roll-right gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized roll-right gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.72s (c) t = 1.14s (d) t = 2.07s (e) t = 2.64s

(f) t = 3.18s (g) t = 3.57s (h) t = 4.9s (i) t = 6s

Figure 4.14: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
roll-right gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0, 0, 1)


0 −1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1



achieved (0.0, 0.0, 1.0)


0.0 −1.0 0.0

1.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 1.0


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (−0.01,−0.01, 0.12) (−0.01,−0.06, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.089474

Table 4.21: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the roll-
right gait.
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4.1.8 Heave Up

The heave-up gait moves the robot up 1m without a rotation. The seed gait provided to

the gait synthesis system has all the legs rotate 130◦ downwards. This helps the vehicle

negate the initial forward velocity and directs it upwards.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0, 1, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.22: The start and goal configuration-states for the heave-up gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.23: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the heave-up gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized heave-up gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.76s (c) t = 1.65s (d) t = 2.81s

(e) t = 4.24s (f) t = 6.32s (g) t = 7.75s (h) t = 9.94s

(i) t = 11.07s (j) t = 12.89s (k) t = 15s

Figure 4.16: A side-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
heave-up gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0, 1, 0)


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



achieved (0.0, 0.99, 0.0)


1.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 1.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 1.0


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.0, 0.02, 0.05) (0.01, 0.02, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.091149

Table 4.24: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the
heave-up gait.
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4.1.9 Heave Down

The heave-down gait moves the robot down 1m without a rotation. The seed gait pro-

vided to the gait synthesis system has all the legs rotate 130◦ upwards. This helps the

vehicle negate the initial forward velocity and directs it downwards.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0,−1, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.25: The start and goal configuration-states for the heave-down gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.26: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the heave-down gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized heave-down gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.6s (c) t = 1.61s (d) t = 3.64s

(e) t = 4.75s (f) t = 6.37s (g) t = 7.78s (h) t = 9.29s

(i) t = 11.97s (j) t = 13.67s (k) t = 14.41s (l) t = 15s

Figure 4.18: A side-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
heave-down gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0,−1, 0)


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



achieved (0.01,−1.0, 0.0)


1.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 1.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 1.0


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.0,−0.03, 0.04) (0.0, 0.02, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.105550

Table 4.27: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the
heave-down gait.
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4.1.10 Accelerate

The accelerate gait moves the robot down from a static position forward 1m and acceler-

ate it up to 0.1m/s. The seed gait provided to the gait synthesis system has all the legs

in the rest position.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0, 0, 1) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.28: The start and goal configuration-states for the accelerate gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.29: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the accelerate gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized accelerate gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 2.26s (c) t = 3.6s (d) t = 4.47s

(e) t = 5.13s (f) t = 5.64s (g) t = 6s

Figure 4.20: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
accelerate gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0, 0, 1)


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



achieved (−0.01,−0.01, 1.0)


1.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 1.0 0.01

0.0 −0.01 1.0


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.0,−0.02, 0.14) (0.01, 0.0, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.069134

Table 4.30: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the
accelerate gait.
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4.1.11 Decelerate

The decelerate gait halts the forward momentum of a robot travelling at 0.1m/s bringing

it to rest. The seed gait provided to the gait synthesis system has the front two legs rotate

180◦ upwards and the middle-two legs rotate 180◦ downwards. This leg configuration

helps negate the forward momentum and allows the gait synthesis system to generate a

gait which brings the vehicle to rest.

position roll pitch yaw linear velocity angular velocity

start (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0, 0)

goal (0, 0, 0) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

Table 4.31: The start and goal configuration-states for the decelerate gait.

Starting temp. (T) Cooling rate (∆T ) Attempts per temp.

0.01 0.9 600

Table 4.32: The simulated annealing parameters used to generate the decelerate gait.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21: The initial seed gait (a) and the synthesized decelerate gait (b).
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.38s (c) t = 0.9s

(d) t = 1.9s (e) t = 3.44s (f) t = 5.07s

(g) t = 5.62s (h) t = 6.42s (i) t = 7s

Figure 4.22: A side-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
decelerate gait. The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured
throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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position orientation

goal (0, 0, 0)


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



achieved (−0.01,−0.01, 1.0)


1.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 1.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 1.0


linear velocity angular velocity

goal (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

achieved (0.0,−0.02, 0.03) (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

final configuration error

goal 0.0

achieved 0.076355

Table 4.33: The goal and achieved configuration-states, and final error value for the
decelerate gait.
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4.2 Summary

This chapter presented an alphabet of synthesized gaits for the AQUA underwater vehi-

cle. Each gait in the alphabet provides a unique motion that moves the vehicle by 1m

and many change the orientation of the vehicle by 90◦, several also change the vehicle’s

velocity. The choice of the simulated annealing parameters as well as the choice of the

seed gait are important to the successful synthesis of gaits. If the starting temperature is

not high enough the simulated annealing engine may not be able to escape local minima

during the search process. Likewise, if the initial seed gait provided to the engine while

synthesizing a surge-forward gait has all the legs flipped 180◦ from the correct position,

the temperature will need to be set much higher in order to accept the motion caused by

correcting the leg orientations. There are several things to note however: First, the gaits

presented are by no means the only possible gaits which can be synthesized. Second, the

gaits presented above (and indeed any gait synthesized by the technique presented) are

not necessarily the best possible gaits. There may exist “more optimal” and indeed an

“optimum” gait given a specific error metric, but simulated annealing is not guaranteed

to find it in practice.

The choices of which motions to synthesize for inclusion in the gait alphabet is driven

by their use in the path-planner explained in the next chapter. In this case discretizing the

space into 1m grids and synthesizing gaits that move the vehicle to adjacent grids makes
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generating a path for the robot fairly simple. However, there are an endless number of

other motions which could be synthesized by this system. An example of one such gait

is presented in Figure 4.23 where the gait synthesis system generated a gait to move the

robot to (−1, 1, 1) with a 45◦ yaw and a 45◦ pitch. Furthermore, the gaits generated by

the synthesis system do not need to share initial and final linear and angular velocities,

this was another simplification made for the sake of linking the gaits together as described

in the next chapter.

The gaits synthesized for inclusion in the gait alphabet may not represent the truly

optimal leg joint-angle patterns. That is, since the simulated annealing algorithm makes

no guarantee regarding the production of the optimal solution to the search problem, there

may be gaits which can outperform those presented above. This is especially true for

special cases such as synthesizing the “fastest” gait. Figure 4.24 illustrates a race between

a robot executing the hand-tuned surge gait illustrated in Figure 1.3 (sinusoidal leg joint-

angle motions) and a robot executing a surge gait synthesized by the system presented

here. Even when the surge gait is synthesized using the goal position as the only error

metric (adding other constraints would sacrifice speed to achieve a specified orientation,

etc.) the synthesized gait cannot outperform a hand-tuned gait in this simulated drag-

race. However hand-tuning a gait to turn 90◦ and come to a stop is nearly impossible

whereas the system presented here can synthesize it with relative ease.

In the next chapter a mechanism by which these gaits are combined to form complex
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 0.7s (c) t = 1.63s

(d) t = 2.47s (e) t = 3.59s (f) t = 4.51s

(g) t = 4.94s (h) t = 5.47s (i) t = 6s

Figure 4.23: A view of the simulated AQUA robot executing a synthesized gait. The
frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured throughout the gait.
The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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(a) t = 0s (b) t = 1.02s (c) t = 1.75s (d) t = 2.88s

(e) t = 3.95s (f) t = 4.58s (g) t = 5s

Figure 4.24: A race between a robot executing a hand-tuned surge gait (left) and a robot
executing a synthesized surge gait (right). To ensure the synthesized gait moves the robot
as quickly as possible the only error constraint used is the goal position (4m forward).
The frames are labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured throughout the
gait. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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motions is detailed.
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Chapter 5 Path planning with the gait alphabet

Chapter 3 outlined the system for generating an alphabet of gaits. This system was used

to synthesize the gaits presented in Chapter 4. Each of these member gaits is useful on

its own but the gaits must be linked together to form more complex maneuvers. Which

gaits are linked together and the ordering of the sequence of gaits depends on the required

maneuvers. This chapter presents an automatic gait sequencer used to choose which gaits

should be linked in order to move the virtual vehicle from point A to B while avoiding

obstacles in its path.

The problem of navigating the vehicle between two configurations is formulated as a

path-planning problem and approached using classical artificial intelligence graph search

techniques. The environment is discretized into 1m3 3D grids with six possible orienta-

tions per location. The choice of discretizing the environment into a grid is a simplifi-

cation in order to make the path planning and gait synthesis easier to perform since the

individual gait alphabet is based on axis-aligned motions with 1m motions per time step.

This is by no means the only approach. More complex individual gaits would require
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a more sophisticated representation in terms of state for the gait linking, but the basic

approach presented in this chapter would still apply. Discrete locations in space and

orientation are represented as nodes in a graph, valid configurations for the robot in the

6DOF environment. The structured alphabet of gaits developed in the previous chapter

(see Figure 5.1) are designed to transit the robot within this discretized space. A single

node in the graph has edges corresponding to all possible directly reachable configura-

tions via the gaits in the alphabet (see Figure 5.2). A graph search technique is used to

decide which edges should be followed (which gaits should be linked) to move between

different configurations subject to the defined start and goal locations and the presence

of obstacles within the robot’s environment. Within the graph representation above the

problem becomes that of finding a path (preferably a least-cost path) through the graph

between a start node and a goal node while avoiding obstacles. The nodes in the path

represent gaits which – when linked together – will transition the robot between the start

and goal configurations (see Figure 5.3). To perform this graph search the A* algorithm

is used [31] (see Algorithm 2.1).

One issue that must be addressed when linking gaits together is the small errors as-

sociated with each gait. No individual gait is perfect in terms of its ability to move the

robot within this grid. Thus while retaining this grid-like representation of space and

orientation the actual orientation and position of the vehicle (as computed by the gait

synethesis process) is used.
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(a) Translation gaits (b) Rotation gaits

Figure 5.1: The alphabet of gaits synthesized in Chapter 3 were chosen to transit the
robot 1m from its current position and with a possible change in orientation. These
figures represent the origin and goal positions for each member gait of the alphabet.
5.1(a) Translation gaits (surge forward, heave up and heave down). 5.1(b) Rotation gaits
(yaw left, yaw right, pitch up, pitch down, roll left and roll right – separated for clarity).

5.1 Application of A* to motion synthesis

A* is a best-first graph search algorithm which finds the least-cost path between two

nodes in a graph whose edges have associated weights (costs). The A* algorithm requires

the definition of two cost functions: an upper bound on the cost from the current node

n back to the start node (g(n)), and a lower bound of the cost from the current node n

to the goal node (h(n)). Here we define this cost function in terms of the number of

node-to-node transitions (required individual gaits) needed to move the robot from the

start node to the goal node (i.e., the fewest linked gaits required to transit the vehicle

between the start configuration-state and the goal configuration-state). According to the
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Figure 5.2: If possible vehicle configurations are nodes in a graph, then the adjacent
nodes can be reached via member-gaits from the alphabet. This figure shows the origin
configuration-state and its adjacent nodes. These are also depicted in Figure 5.1.

A* algorithm, h(n) is a heuristic measure of the lowest possible ‘cost’ from the current

node to the goal node. We define h(n) as the minimum number of gaits that might be

needed to reach the goal node from the current node. Given the nature of the individual

gaits that make up the gait alphabet, this estimate is found using the Manhattan distance

between the current position and the goal position. More specifically:

h(n) = |xg − xn|+ |yg − yn|+ |zg − zn|.

This is a good lowest-cost measure because each gait from the alphabet moves a unit

distance along a single axis, matching the grid-based distance of the Manhattan function.
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(a) The problem
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Yaw
Right
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Right

Yaw
Left

(b) A possible path

Figure 5.3: The problem (a): Is there a linear combination of gaits which will take
the vehicle from the start configuration to the goal configuration? One possible path is
illustrated in (b).

Using this metric the algorithm is able to search outwards from the current nodes starting

with the adjacent nodes which have configuration-states ‘closest’ to the configuration-

state of the goal node (i.e., gaits which will move the robot closer to the goal are given

priority in the graph search). Finally, f(h) = g(n) + h(n).

Each node in the graph contains two representations of the position and orientation

of the robot: The first is the discretized configuration state, the position is discretized

into 25cm blocks and the orientation is discretized into one of 24 axis-aligned orienta-

tions. Maintaining the discretized representation simplifies the task of marking a node

as visited (i.e., a node will not be searched if it is fewer than 25cm and 45◦ from a
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previously searched node). The second representation is the actual position and orienta-

tion reached by executing one of the gaits. This representation is required because each

gait in the alphabet includes some position and orientation error. Using the ‘ideal’ goal

configuration-state for each gait in the path planner results in the robot drifting off course.

By using the actual final configuration-state for each gait the path planner can more ac-

curately generate a sequence of gaits which transits the vehicle through the environment.

Under this implementation moving from one node to the next involves combining the ac-

tual position and orientation changes, then discretizing the achieved configuration-state

to compare against the list of previously searched nodes.

5.2 Linking gaits into complex maneuvers

The key element of the application of the path planner to the generation of complex

maneuvers is the ability to link the smaller gaits together to form longer gaits. For the

system presented in this thesis this is accomplished by using a common leg joint-angle

configuration which each of the smaller gaits begins and ends. This way any gait can lead

into any other gait in the alphabet. This is by no means the only way to link the small

gaits together, see the Chapter 5 Summary for a discussion of alternative approaches.

In the system presented here member gaits of the alphabet presented in Chapter 4

are linked via direct concatenation of their leg joint-angles. For example linking the

heave-down gait (see Section 4.1.9) and the surge gait (see Section 4.1.3) generates the
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Surge

Heave Down

Figure 5.4: To link two gaits the leg joint-angle patterns are concatenated. In this case
the surge follows the heave-down gait.

joint-angle profile in Figure 5.4. Once the gaits have been linked together the new gait

can be run through the hydrodynamic simulator and applied to the robot (see Figure 5.5).

5.3 Path-planning example

Here a worked example is presented to explain how the A* algorithm is used to choose

which gaits are required to move the vehicle between two configuration-states. To limit

the search space for this example we will confine the available gaits to those that move

the vehicle in the xz (horizontal) plane: surge, yaw-left and yaw-right. For a starting

configuration state the vehicle is placed at the origin (0, 0, 0) facing down the z-axis. The
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(a) t = 0.0s (b) t = 0.31s (c) t = 2.05s (d) t = 3.63s

(e) t = 5.44s (f) t = 8.14s (g) t = 10.83s (h) t = 12.92s

(i) t = 14.08s (j) t = 14.87s
(gait switch)

(k) t = 15.49s (l) t = 16.52s

(m) t = 17.13s (n) t = 18.1s (o) t = 18.61s (p) t = 20s

Figure 5.5: A head-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing a complex maneu-
ver: a heave-down followed by a surge-forward. The frames are labelled with the time
(in seconds) they were captured throughout the gait. The path of the robot is drawn in
red.
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Figure 5.6: The start and goal configurations for the path planning example. The robot
needs to move one meter to the left and one meter forward. The A* algorithm is used to
decide which gaits are required to reach this goal.

goal configuration-state is 1m to the left and one meter forward (1, 0, 1) with no rotation.

Also, an obstacle is placed at (0, 0, 1). Figure 5.6 illustrates the example scenario.

The first step is to add the start node to the closed list which marks this node as

‘visited’. From the start node we examine all adjacent nodes for which gaits exist to

transit the robot between the start node and the adjacent node (see Figure 5.7). In other

words, we simulate the application of the three gaits (surge, yaw-left, and yaw-right) to

the vehicle at the current position (the start position) and examine the nodes reached by

the vehicle at the end of each gait. We examine these adjacent nodes and compute their g,

h and f weights. First, we examine the node reached by the surge gait. Since it is blocked

by an obstacle we add the node to the blocked list so it will not be visited again. Second,
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f=2

Figure 5.7: From the start node we examine the adjacent nodes and compute their g, h
and f weights.

we calculate the weights of the node reached by the yaw-left gait and add the node to

the search algorithm’s open list. Third, we calculate the weights of the node reached by

the yaw-right gait and add the node to the open list. Once all the adjacent nodes have

been added to either the blocked or closed list we choose the next node to examine by

selecting the node with the lowest f weight (highlighted in green in Figure 5.7), in this

case the node representing the yaw-left gait. This node becomes the current node, we

add it to the closed list and begin examining its adjacent nodes.

From the current node we examine the three adjacent nodes which can be reached

by the yaw-left, yaw-right and surge gaits respectively and compute their weights (see

Figure 5.8). Since none of the adjacent nodes are blocked they are all added to the open
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f=2
Goal

Figure 5.8: From the current node we examine the adjacent nodes and compute their g,
h and f weights.

list. Again we choose the adjacent node with the lowest f weight to be our new current

node and add it to the closed list (highlighted in green in Figure 5.8) (see Figure 5.9). In

this case the node we just added was the goal configuration-state node so we can trace

back to the start node and extract the path. In other words, we now know the shortest path

from the start configuration-state to the goal configuration-state requires the execution of

a yaw-left gait and then a yaw-right gait. These gaits can be linked together and then

applied to the robot in the hydrodynamic simulator (see Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.9: Once the goal node is added to the closed list we have found the fewest
number of gaits required to transit the robot between the start and goal configuration-
states.

5.4 Dynamics constraints and considerations

Though the above example was simplified, the real path-planner is slightly more com-

plicated by the need to match the vehicle dynamics required by each gait. Many of the

gaits in the alphabet have initial and final linear velocity requirements of 0.1m/s forward.

Because of these constraints almost any gait can be linked to any other gait. There is

however, one special circumstance which must be accounted for: since initially the vehi-

cle is at rest the first step in the path planner must be to apply the accelerate gait to bring

the vehicle’s forward velocity up to 0.1m/s. At the moment, the only accelerate gait in

the alphabet also moves the vehicle forward 1m. The drawback to this technique is that
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(a) t = 0.0s (b) t = 0.6s (c) t = 3.04s (d) t = 8.43s

(e) t = 10.51s (f) t = 13.15s (g) t = 14.98s
(gait switch)

(h) t = 15.58s

(i) t = 17.03s (j) t = 19.44s (k) t = 21.71s (l) t = 24.54s

(m) t = 26.70s (n) t = 28.25s (o) t = 29.83s (p) t = 30s

Figure 5.10: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the gaits sug-
gested by the path-planner: a yaw-left gait followed by a yaw-right gait. The frames are
labelled with the time (in seconds) they were captured throughout the gait. The path of
the robot is drawn in red.
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if there is an obstacle 1m in front of the vehicle’s initial position (as in the above exam-

ple) the path planner will be unable to find a path. This shortcoming could be avoided

by synthesizing several accelerate gaits which move the vehicle in different directions.

Also, since it is usually desirable to have the vehicle come to rest at the goal position,

a decelerate gait also appears as a member-gait of the alphabet. The path-planner auto-

matically adds the decelerate gait to the end of the sequence to make the vehicle come to

rest at the end of the gait execution.

5.5 Summary

Given initial and goal configuration-states the path planner presented here will return a

list of the gaits (from the gait alphabet presented in Chapter 4) which – when applied to

the vehicle – will move the robot along an obstacle free path (if one exists) between the

start and goal configuration-states that minimizes the given cost function. The path plan-

ner attempts to find an optimal path between the start and goal positions by embedding

the configuration-states reachable via the alphabet of gaits into a connected graph where

adjacent nodes represent adjacent configuration-states for which a gait exists to transit

the robot between the two states. Extracting the required sequence of gaits is formulated

as a graph-search problem for which the A* algorithm is well suited. Once a list of re-

quired gaits has been extracted from the path the gaits can be concatenated since their

initial and final leg angles must match.
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It is important to note that having a single common leg configuration through which

all gaits begin and end is by no means the only way to affect gait transitions. One possible

solution would be for more gaits to be generated and added to the alphabet which begin

and end in other leg configurations. For example, to link a surge gait to a heave gait, a

new surge gait could be generated which ends with the six legs pointing down so that

when the heave gait begins any leg motion would thrust the robot up towards the goal

configuration-state.

Another possible solution would be to use the system presented in this thesis to gen-

erate ‘transition gaits’. The simulated annealing engine could be used to synthesize small

gaits which would re-orient the legs from the final joint-angle configuration of one gait

to the initial joint-angle configuration of the next gait, without introducing any unwanted

motion. Under this system the gait alphabet would include gaits such as ‘link-surge-to-

heave-up’ and ‘link-yaw-left-to-stop’.

The main drawbacks of this path-planning and gait sequencing technique are related

to long-distance path-planning, vehicle dynamics and numerical error in the simulation.

Since this technique discretizes the environment into 25cm grids it would be computa-

tionally prohibitive to synthesize a gait that moves the robot across the Atlantic Ocean

from New York to London. For the motion synthesis system presented here the environ-

ment must be computationally tractable, though as computing power increases the size

of the representable environment grows as well.
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The second drawback of the path-planner presented here is its incomplete model of

the vehicle’s dynamics. Most of the gaits in the alphabet are generated with an initial

velocity of 0.1m/s and most of the gaits are generated with a goal velocity of 0.1m/s.

However, just as the generated gaits contain some position and orientation error, so do

they contain linear and angular velocity error. This results in gaits with final linear ve-

locities not quite equal to 0.1m/s. As these gaits are linked by the path-planner the final

linear velocity of one gait becomes the initial linear velocity of the next, resulting in gaits

which begin with initial velocities other than 0.1m/s instead of exactly 0.1m/s (the way

the gaits were generated). This inconsistency can cause the linked gaits to drive the robot

off course since the initial conditions of the gait are not exactly met.

A third drawback to this approach is numerical error introduced in several places

throughout the motion synthesis pipeline described in this thesis. The hydrodynamic

simulator will introduce error to the system through integration of the forces acting on the

vehicle. As the vehicle states and gaits are passed through the motion synthesis pipeline

the values are rounded to six-decimal place floating point numbers. This round-off error

will also contribute to the overall error of the system. As gaits are linked together these

sources of error accrue and can cause the robot to deviate from its intended course.

There are several techniques which could be used to mitigate the configuration-state

error introduced by numeric and dynamic error: A reactive algorithm could be devel-

oped to correct for small configuration-state errors before the vehicle drifts too far off
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course, similar to the way a monopod robot attempts to remain balanced over its support

column [35]. Another possible solution would be to use the hydrodynamic simulator to

test the gait chains inside the path planner at every step. This would eliminate the error

due to inconsistent dynamics as the configuration-state reached by the current gait chain

would exactly match the output of the simulator (since they would be one and the same).

This solution would come at the cost of execution speed.

The next chapter presents several examples of the combination of the gait alphabet

and the path-planner moving the simulated AQUA vehicle through virtual environments.
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Chapter 6 Experimental validation

This chapter presents several experiments run using the automatic motion synthesis sys-

tem to move the virtual AQUA vehicle through different obstacle-strewn environments.

6.1 Experiment 1

The goal of this experiment is to have the motion synthesis system plan a path and com-

bine the gaits required to move the robot around a U-shaped obstacle with a 180◦ yaw

(see Figure 6.1). The path planner generates a list of the the minimum number of gaits

required to move the robot from the start configuration to the goal configuration:

• Accelerate

• Heave up

• Surge

• Roll right

• Roll right

• Pitch up

• Heave down
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Start

Goal

Figure 6.1: The goal of this experiment is to generate the motion required to have the
robot maneuver around the obstacle and come to rest facing back towards the start posi-
tion.

• Pitch up

• Decelerate

Once these nine gaits are combined, they are applied to the vehicle through the hydro-

dynamic simulator. This results in the robot swimming around the obstacles to the goal

configuration (see Figure 6.2).

In this scenario the vehicle came to rest 31cm and 10◦ from the goal configuration.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

(p) (q) (r) (s) (t)

Figure 6.2: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized
gaits necessary to complete Experiment 1. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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Start Finish

24m
(a)

Start Finish

(b)

Figure 6.3: The setup for Experiment 2. (a) The start and end configuration-states for
this experiment. (b) The expected path for the robot.

6.2 Experiment 2

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate how the system handles motion synthesis

for large motion (i.e., long gait chains). The task is to generate the gait required to move

the robot 24m around several obstacles, perform a 180◦ yaw and come to rest. The initial

and final positions are shown in Figure 6.3(a) and the ideal path is shown in Figure 6.3(b).

The path planner generates a list of the the minimum number of gaits required to move

the robot from the start configuration to the goal configuration:

• Accelerate

• Roll right

• 19 × Heave down
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• Pitch down

• Roll right

• Roll right

• Surge

• Roll right

• Heave down

• Yaw Left

• Decelerate

Once these 29 gaits are combined, they are applied to the vehicle through the hydro-

dynamic simulator. This results in the robot swimming around the obstacles to the goal

configuration (see Figure 6.4, and top-down view Figure 6.5). In this scenario the vehicle

came to rest 1.85m and 14◦ from the goal configuration.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter several experiments were run to determine the strengths and weaknesses

of the motion synthesis system developed in this thesis. Each experiment had the path

planner select (from the gait alphabet) the the minimum cost function that would carry

the robot between the start and goal configuration-states. These gaits were concatenated

together and applied to the vehicle in the hydrodynamic simulator to assess how the

gait-chains perform.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

(k) (l)

Figure 6.4: A side-on view of the simulated AQUA robot executing the synthesized gait
generated for Experiment 2. The path of the robot is drawn in red.
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Figure 6.5: A top-down view of the simulated AQUA vehicle executing the gait synthe-
sized in Experiment 2. The robot’s path is drawn in red.

Clearly the dynamic and numerical error discussed in the previous chapter have a

drift effect on longer gait chains. As the gait chains lengthen more error is accumulated,

pushing the vehicle off-course. This error accumulation will always be a problem when

‘perfect’ gaits are difficult (if not impossible) to synthesize and you have a discretized

state-space.

The best way to mitigate this error is to augment the system with online simultane-

ous localization and mapping (SLAM) capabilities [20] which would construct a map

of the underwater environment and help provide odometry for use in trajectory correc-

tion. SLAM accompanied by an on-line path-planner would be capable of executing

course correction and eliminate many of the shortcomings assocaited with the technique

presented here.

The next chapter provides a summary of the work done along with future work which

would refine and validate the techniques used in this motion synthesis system.
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Chapter 7 Summary and future work

This thesis describes the development of a system for automatically generating complex

underwater maneuvers for legged underwater robots and applies the system to the prob-

lem of motion generation for a simulated version of the AQUA amphibious hexapod.

The maneuver generation system consists of two sub-components: First, a simulated

annealing engine capable of automatically generating a short duration gait given con-

straints on the state of the vehicle (position, orientation, linear and angular velocity) both

before and after the gait execution is used to generate an alphabet of maneuvers. The

simulated annealing engine generates the required joint-angle patterns which transits the

vehicle between the start and goal configurations. If two gaits are generated such that

the higher order derivatives of their start and end configurations match then the gaits

can be joined together to generate more complex motions. Second, given a start and

end state in a (possibly obstacle ridden) environment, determining which members of

the gait alphabet should be combined to transit the robot from a start configuration-state

to a goal configuration-state while avoiding the obstacles is addressed using classical
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path planning techniques. By combining these two systems leg motions can be automat-

ically generated to move the AQUA amphibious hexapod through an obstacle scattered

environment. Simulation of the AQUA vehicle through a simple hydrodynamic model

demonstrates the effectiveness and generality of the approach.

There are several areas in this work which would benefit from further research. The

most obvious of which is validation of the gait synthesis system on the real AQUA ve-

hicle. Without access to the real robot and due to the lack of empirical information

regarding the dynamics of the vehicle, this work relies on a simplified hydrodynamics

model for the robot. This means that the gaits generated by the system presented here

will likely need to be retuned in order to apply them to the real vehicle. However, there

are many ways in which this system could be adapted to the real vehicle, all of which

involve ground-truth tracking of the robot’s position and orientation (as well as higher

order derivatives with respect to time). For instance, in conjunction with several cam-

eras to track the vehicle’s position, and the vehicle’s on-board inertial measurement unit

(IMU) to track orientation, the approach could be used generate gaits for the real vehicle

operating in open water.

Another area that would benefit from further research is correcting the configuration-

state error over time. In the current implementation, synthesizing motions requiring

many gaits chained together result in the small configuration-state errors associated with

each small gait accruing as the chain becomes longer. This results in the vehicle drifting
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off its prescribed path and potentially into obstacles. This drift is caused by two factors.

First, the dynamics of the vehicle are not fully accounted for in the path-planner. Second,

numerical error in the simulator and round-off error in other parts of the motion-synthesis

pipeline can also cause position and orientation error. This error requires an on-line

mechanism to help keep the vehicle on the correct path.

Simulated annealing was chosen as the heuristic engine used to drive search process

of the motion synthesis system presented in this thesis. There are other heuristic search

techniques which could be used instead. For example, it would be fairly simple to re-

place the current simulated annealing engine with a genetic algorithm (GA). GAs have

been successfully used in gait synthesis and and other optimization search tasks and they

would be good fit for this gait synthesis system as well. Neural networks would be a

more complicated alternative due to the challenge of mapping the gaits to the levels of

neurons. However like GAs, neural networks have found success in gait synthesis and

more general AI applications, and the system presented here could certainly benefit from

investigation into the application of neural networks or other search-based heuristics.

The system described in this thesis relies on a fairly simple hydrodynamic model for

the virtual AQUA underwater vehicle to evaluate the effect of each gait as it applies to

the robot’s configuration-state. Though the simple hydrodynamic model used meets the

needs of this work, there is certainly room for a more accurate (and complex) hydrody-

namic model. Some research has gone into developing a more complete hydrodynamic
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model for AQUA (see [14]). That work was primarily concerned with the thrust forces

generated by the vehicles legs and did not include complicated fluid dynamic properties

such as vorticies or an accurate model of how drag effects the vehicle’s body. In practice,

the development of a high fidelity hydrodynamic model would likely involve significant

experimental work with the vehicle mounted on a force-torque stand in the presence of

different velocity water columns as well as requiring an accurate model of how the legs

and body shed vorticies and produce drag. But this is certainly an interesting direction

for future work.

Another research endeavour from which this system would benefit would be the in-

clusion of the same sensory inputs which are available to the real AQUA vehicle. For ex-

ample, the AQUA robot has several cameras and an inertial measurement unit (IMU). In-

formation (real or simulated) from these sensors could help the system generate smoother

gaits by seeking a smooth inertial profile, and – combined with the egomotion tracking

presented in [20] – could help establish the underwater egomotion of the vehicle thereby

providing a mechanism to identify and adjust for any course deviation during the gait

execution.

Finally, the system presented here would benefit from a path planner capable of mul-

tiple waypoint navigation. This would allow the vehicle to leave from a given point travel

around the environment (e.g., reef or fish stock surveillance) and return to the start po-

sition. This is a key feature of the site acquisition and scene reinspection task for which
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AQUA was built, so closing this loop is of great interest.
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Appendix A Simulator details

The motion synthesis system presented in this thesis uses a hydrodynamic simulator to

determine how each synthesized gait affects the motion of the simulated legged vehicle.

The process of simulating the vehicle’s motion includes developing a model for both the

body of the vehicle and how forces are applied to the vehicle. The body of the virtual

AQUA vehicle is modelled as a 19kg solid rectangular prism (see Figure A.1) which is

neutrally buoyant with both centre of mass and centre of buoyancy equal to the geometric

centre. The body of the vehicle moves as a result of forces applied on it. In this case the

legs apply thrust forces on the vehicle and the reactionary force of the water pushing

back against the vehicle applies drag forces. The legs apply instantaneous thrust forces

proportional to their rotational velocity. For each leg i there is a force fi:

fi ∝ θ̇i.

The direction of the thrust force is equivalent to the vector created by projecting the leg

forward through the hip attachment joint (see Figure A.2). Each of these six forces (one

for each leg) are applied to the vehicle at their respective hip joints at each time-step.
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Figure A.1: The body of the AQUA vehicle is modelled as a solid rectangular prism in
the hydrodynamic simulator.

The drag forces are a result of the water pushing back on the vehicle as it moves. For

each face of the body Fi both linear and angular drag are calculated. Linear drag is a

force vector acting in the opposite direction of the linear velocity vector. The magnitude

of this force depends on how many faces the water is pushing against as the vehicle

moves, that is, faces for which the normal forms a positive dot-product with the linear

velocity vector. So the linear drag force is:

fld ∝
N∑

i=0


F n

i · v ≤ 0 0,

F n
i · v > 0 FA

i F n
i · v

where v is the linear velocity, FA
i is the area of face i and F n

i is the normal of face i.
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Thrust force direction

Figure A.2: Each leg applies a thrust force on the vehicle proportional to its rotational
velocity.

The linear drag force is applied to the centre of mass of the vehicle. The angular drag

is the result of the fluid pushing back on the vehicle as it rotates. Each face for which

the normal has a non-zero dot-product with the angular velocity vector contributes to the

scale of the drag torque force. This torque force is applied in the opposite direction of

the angular velocity vector. The magnitude of the angular drag force is defined as:

fad ∝
N∑

i=1

(
1

2
F a

i F n
i · θ̇).

At each time-step, these forces are calculated and applied to the model of the vehicle’s

body. The Open Dynamics Engine (ODE)2 is used to integrate the forces applied on

the body. Given the forces as a function of time, ODE returns the state of the vehicle

2http://www.ode.org/
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(position, orientation, linear velocity, angular velocity). So at each time-step leg motions

are converted into thrust forces, the current linear and and angular velocity are converted

into drag forces, and the physics engine integrates these forces and returns the updated

state of the vehicle.
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